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Safety instructions
DANGER INSTRUCTIONS PERTAINING TO RISK OF FIRE, ELECTRIC SHOCK, OR INJURY TO
PERSONS. Do not open the product. There are no serviceable parts inside. Refer all servicing to
qualified personnel only.

WARNINGWhen using electric products, basic precautions should always be followed, including the
following:

• Read all the instructions before using the product.

• Do not use this product near water or in a damp environment such as near a bathtub, on the
kitchen sink, in a wet basement, out in the rain or near a swimming pool.

• This product should be used only with attachments/accessories that are recommended by the
manufacturer.

• This product in combination with an amplifier and headphones or speakers may be capable of
producing sound levels that could cause permanent hearing loss. Do not operate for a long
period of time at a high volume level or at a level that is uncomfortable. If you experience any
hearing loss or ringing in your ears, you should consult a medical professional.

• The product should be located so that its location does not interfere with its proper ventilation.

• The product should be located away from heat sources such as radiators, camp fires or other
products that produce heat (including amplifiers).

• The product should be connected to the power supply that is provided with the product.

• The power cord of the product should be unplugged from the outlet during lighting storms or
when the product is left unused for a long period of time.

• Care should be taken so that objects do not fall and liquids are not spilled on the product.

• The product should be serviced by qualified personnel when

▪ The power supply cord or the plug has been damaged; or

▪ Objects have fallen, or liquid has been spilled onto the product; or

▪ The product has been exposed to rain; or

▪ The product does not appear to operate normally or exhibits a marked change in
performance; or

▪ The product has been dropped or the enclosure damaged.

GROUNDING INSTRUCTIONS This product must be grounded! If it should malfunction or breakdown,
grounding provides a path of least resistance for electrical current to reduce the risk of electric
shock. This product comes with a cord that has an equipment grounding connector and a grounding
plug. The plug must be plugged into an appropriate outlet that is properly installed and grounded in
accordance with all local codes and ordinances. Check with a qualified electrician or service
personnel if you are in doubt as to whether the product is properly grounded. Do not modify the
plug provided with this product - if it will not fit in the outlet, have a proper outlet installed by a
qualified electrician.

- SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS -

Vaara! Älä käytä laitetta, jos et pysty lukemaan ohjeistusta.
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Thank you for being here with us. Thank you for getting yourself a Fenix IV modular
synthesizer and taking this time to read the manual.

We hope this instrument will be a playground for you to explore for a long time to come.
Please let us knowwhat you make of it. You can find us at
www.thisisnotrocketscience.nl for questions, updates, frustrations and compliments.

How to use this manual
You can skim through it or read it entirely before you patch anything in. Or just open it up
when you get stuck. This manual follows the colour categories as chapters, discussing
the modules within each category. We start by explaining what the module does and
why we think it might be a good idea to have it. Then we run through what all the knobs
and jacks do (with visual aids) and what you can do with them. Where relevant we will
take you through the menu pages, items and options that you can configure. This is
followed by a few simple patch suggestions, some hints & tips and a glossary. We
provide a guide for doing a system upgrade or a factory reset. At the end you can find
the Service andWarranty Terms.

The Fenix family
This modular synthesizer system in front of you is the 4th edition in the Fenix family.

We think Fenixes are proper instruments: you can learn to play a Fenix quickly and you
can still be developing your interaction with it in ten years’ time. A Fenix gives you all the
options you need to explore a very wide range of sonic possibilities. There is a flow to
every Fenix. All the modules have the same direction for inputs and outputs: roughly left
to right and top to bottom. This is the same flow you find in educational diagrams that
talk about synthesizer structure. You can distinguish types of signals on a Fenix by the
colour coding – we’ve taken this helpful visual aid and extended it to giving the modules
a coloured grouping that corresponds between the knobs and the jacks. Another feature
of the Fenix family is the waterline that divides the knobs from the jacks. Keeping the
knobs up top means your patching never gets in the way of your twiddling. This division
also helps to maintain a sense of overviewwhile having loads of cables patched in.

The density of Fenix I, II and III meant it provided loads of sound in one box. When Fenix II
was released, it packed the most punch for its size anywhere on the market and we think
we continue this tradition with our Fenix IV. We’ve extended the sound and added our
best from the digital world. Our intention is to provide you with a toolbox to make sound
and our design choices are made for maximum sonic variety.

Yes, and
We think the Fenix family has a “Yes, and” mentality. The usual divide of tonal versus
experimental or additive versus subtractive synthesis does not exist in a Fenix. You can
have multiple TYPES of oscillators, filters, LFOs, envelopes and effects to do your
patching with. We have also taken this “Yes, and“ mentality and bridged the usual analog
versus digital divide in this Fenix. There is no need to choose, you can have it all.

Welcome
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Looking at your Fenix IV
We have chunked all the modules in 6 different colour groups. Within this colour
grouping, every module can have two visual containers; one containing the knobs and
one containing the jacks.

Almost all the jacks live together in one big patch bay where each individual jack has a
coloured ring referring to the type of signal it processes or provides. The colours are
serving suggestions and you might break the rules where you please.

Each jack also has an earmark indicating input or output - please do not break this rule.
Connecting an output to another output might damage components over time.

In between the many knobs, jacks and switches, there are a lot of things that we are
trying to communicate about what’s going on inside the Fenix IV and how you can use it.
For instance, around all the knobs are graduated scales. Some have a filled dot as a
middle point and others do not. A graduated scale without a filled dot represents a
continued increase from left to right. A graduated scale with a filled dot denotes a ZERO
middle point; left of the dot is below zero and right of the dot is above zero. These knobs
are attenuverters.

Some module containers have an LED push button in the title bar. These buttons are
mode switches (Digital Oscillator, Chord Oscillator, Digital Filter and the Dual Delay) or
trigger buttons that also show you the output activity by blinking (ADSR 1 and 2,
AHDSR/D, Wobbler and Noise) or they are a play/pause button (Sequencer). The Wobbler,
Triple LFO, LFO 1 and LFO 2 also have LEDs on the bottom of the module container that
blink the output activity. The Phaser has an LED in the title bar that lights up when the
signal is being overloaded.
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A lot of the joy in your Fenix IV can be accessed through navigating the menu on the
little screen. From the logo screen you can press either the left or right button next to
the screen to enter the menu. Inside the menu you can use left/right buttons to scroll
through the pages. Once you are on the page you want, you can use the up/down
buttons to select an item on that page. If you have selected an item you can use the
left/right buttons again to select options. You can also use the enter button to toggle
options, and to open sub-pages. You change the state of an option by selecting it, no
saving necessary. Buttons that are actionable light up. Selected pages, items and
options get highlighted throughout.

Some options have quantizers and you can set these with a note map. With the left/right
and enter button you can activate/deactivate the notes you want the quantizer to use.
Whatever is highlighted is included. You can also move your entire note selection up or
down the note map by using the transpose function below it.

The pages in the menu are:

Logo, Scope, Clocking, MIDI, DigiOsc, ChordOsc, Noise, DigiFilter, Wobbler, DualDelay,
Sequencer, System

When navigating at the page level you can also jump to the pages of the digital modules
by holding the enter button and pressing the LED button on the header of their module
container.

You can find more information about what the items and options do at their respective
module chapters.

Menu

On the back you will find the power input (18V/3A center positive), a USB connection, a
DIN5 MIDI connection, a Mono TRS audio Input and a stereo TRS audio Master Output.
We also indicated their location on the top of the frontpanel. You will also find the serial
number of your Fenix IV here.
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Generators
These yellow modules make the sound.

Input
Fenix Oscillator
Digital Oscillator
Chord Oscillator

Envelopes
Orange modules give you curves when you trigger
them. You can set them off with either a gate signal or
a push of their button.

ADSR 1 & ADSR 2
AHDSR/D

Modulators
These red modules create signals to modulate other
modules.

Wobbler
Triple LFO
LFO 1 & 2
Noise

Module Categories
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Utilities
The grey modules glue everything together. All kinds of
useful building blocks.

Screen & MIDI interface & Clock
Sequencer & Slew Limiter
Mixers & VCAs & Multiples

Headphone Output
Case Microphone and more…

Filters
Indigo filters take an incoming signal and remove/
boost a selected set of frequencies.

Ladder Filter
Digital Filter
State Variable Filter (SVF)
Low Pass Gate (LPG)
Pink & Blue Filter

Effects
The blues are special effects like echo, delay,
wavefolding and phasing.

Phaser
Wave Multiplier
Dual Delay
Wavefolder
Ring Modulator
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Plug your headphones in or connect the Fenix to your main sound system using the ¼”
jacks on the back. Connect the Fenix power supply to your Fenix IV and turn it on. Grab a
handful of patch cables. Let’s dig straight in by patching a few things in and making
beep:

Step 1: Oscillator, VCA and Envelope
Patch in 3 cables:

Cable 1: ADSR 1 output → VCA 1 CV input

Cable 2: Fenix Oscillator Sawtooth output → VCA 1 audio input

Cable 3: VCA 1 signal output → Out A In 1

Press the trigger button on the top left of ADSR1 and twiddle the ADSR1 knobs and the
Fenix Oscillator Coarse and Fine knobs.

Step 2: Sequencer
Add the sequencer by patching in 2 more cables:

Cable 4: Sequencer Quantize out → Fenix Oscillator 1V/Oct in

Cable 5: Sequencer gate out → ADSR1 gate in

Press the play button on the top left of the sequencer and press some of the step
buttons to enable or disable steps. You can use the knobs next to the step button to
adjust the note. You can adjust the tempo of the sequence with the top left Speed knob.

Step 3: Filter
Follow Cable 2 coming from the Fenix Oscillator to the VCA, and unplug it from the VCA 1
Audio input only. Now replug this end to the Ladder Filter In 1 jack. So you get Fenix
Oscillator Sawtooth output → Ladder Filter In 1 audio input.

Cable 6: Ladder Filter 24dB audio output → VCA 1 audio input.

Now you can play with the Cutoff and Resonance knobs on the Ladder Filter.

First Patch
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Step 4: Modulation
You can add modulation with just one more patch cable:

Cable 7: LFO 1 Triangle CV output → Ladder Filter Mod CV input

Play with the knobs on LFO 1 and the Modulation knob on the Ladder Filter.

That's it!
Try playing with the knobs of the modules you have connected. All the modules in the
Fenix IV are always working - they become part of the sound when you patch them in.

One easy way to start exploring is to swap out a module for another module of the same
colour. For instance - switch the Fenix Oscillator for the Chord Oscillator or switch the
Ladder filter for the SVF filter.

Resume turning knobs.

More please!
There is more to patch on page 114!

Dream Chords
Simple Drone
Drippy Cave
Vocoder Rattlesnek
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1 Input

2 Fenix Oscillator

3 Digital Oscillator

4 Chord Oscillator
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Sound starts here. The wonder of invisible electricity generating waveforms and
becoming audio. In synthesis we generate sound by pushing voltages through circuitry
that results in oscillating signals or by feeding algorithms with processing power and
having math make music. These modules use both ways to generate waveforms that
you can control. We physically weave a lot of waveforms together and stream the audio
signal through the circuitry, allowing you access at various points along the path. By
means of computation we arrange the bits that unleash the volts with the control and
accuracy of a highwire-walking-poi-spinner.

When building sound from scratch you might wonder about harmonics. Do you want
them as a starting point? If you do then you start with triangle and pulse waveforms with
odd-harmonics or sawtooth waveforms with even & odd-harmonics. If you don't then
starting with sine waveforms is your only choice. Later in your sound design you can
either add harmonics by shaping, folding and otherwise modulating the waveforms. Or
you can remove harmonics by filtering. Many interesting sounds will follow.

You might also take one step to the left and start building sound by combining any old
waveform with noise-based modulation. Or applying complex algorithms in a pleasing
fashion because some things are better done digital. You can also try building sound with
chunks of already-made waves in the wavetable.

Generators
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1 Input
The first module lets your Fenix play with others. It converts line-level signals coming
from the big ¼” jack on the back to signals that can play with the rest of the system. You
can also plug something into the mini-jack on the front. In both cases the Input module
will extract an envelope from the incoming signal and use this envelope to generate gate
and trigger signals.

The Input module clips the incoming signal to fit the range of your Fenix IV.

External Input
A¼” input jack on the left backside to plug other instruments in. The Input module picks
up this line-in and converts it to match the system. You can pick up the converted signal
from the Signal jack on the front. The external input is unbalanced and AC-coupled.

Gain & Signal
With the Gain knob you control the amplification of the signal going through the Input
module. The signal can be amplified times 0 (left) up to 10 times (right). The signal will be
clipped if you use Gain to push your signal above/below the range of the Fenix system.
Such clipping might be interesting to use as a distortion. The amplified signal is sent to
the Signal output jack.

Threshold & Gate
The Threshold knob lets you control the level of the signal where the gate will open and
close. At your set level, the gate opens and remains open until it dips below your
Threshold level again. You can pick up your gate signals at the Gate output jack.

Sensitivity & Trigger
Set the sensitivity level for triggering pulses. When the change in level of the incoming
audio signal crosses your set sensitivity level, a single short pulse goes to the Trigger
out. The next short pulse can only be triggered after the change in level of the signal
goes below your set sensitivity level for a few milliseconds.

In
Jack on the front where you can patch in any audio signal. AC-coupled. When you
connect a line-in to the External Input and another signal to the In, both audio signals will
be summed before being processed further.

Envelope
Here you can pick up the envelope CV of your incoming audio signal.
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2 Fenix Oscillator
This is your classic analog oscillator with a snappy sawtooth and a very square pulse
wave output. Just like the Fenix II this oscillator provides adjustable hard/softsync, sub-
oscillators and the triple square. Can’t oscillate without it.

Your Fenix Oscillator provides a set of periodic waveforms based on a single frequency
that can sync to incoming triggers patched into Sync. This is especially pleasant when
you have another oscillator plugged into the Sync jack that has a lower pitch and you
play around with the pitch of the Fenix oscillator. When you use hard sync, the incoming
rising edge of a pulse will trigger a restart of all the Fenix Oscillator waveforms. These will
always sync. When you use soft sync it depends on where the Fenix Oscillator triangle
waveform is at the moment you try to trigger a sync; if the triangle waveform has
travelled above your given threshold it syncs up otherwise your trigger is ignored. You
can set this threshold with the Sync knob. The resulting waveforms can be picked up
from their respective jacks.

On the inside of the Fenix Oscillator a number of things are happening to create the sub-
oscillators and the triple square. We start things off with a main sawtooth waveform (1).
From this sawtooth waveform a triangle waveform (2) and a pulse waveform (3) are
derived. From the newly constructed triangle waveform (2) a sine waveform (4) is
derived. The pulse waveform we made earlier (3) drives two sub oscillators (5 & 6). We
derive two more pulse waveforms (7 & 8) from the main sawtooth waveform (1) and we
mix four things (1 & 3 & 7 & 8) into one triple square output (9). On the outside, it just
sounds nice.

Fenix Oscillator diagram

Coarse
With this knob you control the pitch of the oscillator. Turn around to great effect.

Fine
When you want to control the pitch of the oscillator in a more delicate fashion, turn this.

Modulation
This is the uncalibrated signal path where the Mod CV jack times the Modulation knob
are influencing the pitch of the oscillator. The Modulation knob determines howmuch of
the Mod CV signal is allowed through: 0% all the way left up to 100% all the way right.
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2 Fenix Oscillator
Sync
You can patch an audio signal in the Sync input jack for the Fenix oscillator to sync to.
The Sync knob lets you set the threshold between a hard sync (all the way left) and a
soft sync (all the way right) of the two audio signals.

Pulsewidth
Here you can control the pulsewidth of the pulse output. If you turn Pulsewidth to the
left, you make the pulse wide on the bottom and narrow at the top. If you turn the knob
to the right you make the pulse narrow on the bottom and wide at the top. By changing
the width of the pulse you change the timbre of the sound. A narrow pulse has a more
nasal quality and a broad pulse produces a more open sound.

PWM PulseWidth Modulation

You can patch a CV signal into the PWM input jack to automate the turning of the
Pulsewidth knob. The PWM knob sets the amount of effect the PWM CV input jack has:
0% all the way left up to +100% all the way right. There is a sweet spot for phat sounds
in here somewhere.

1V/Oct
Calibrated 1 Volt per Octave input jack where you can let a CV signal change the pitch of
the oscillator. The basic pitch level is set by the Coarse and Fine knobs and then the
input from this jack is added.
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Detune
This is a DC-coupled linear frequency (Hz/V) modulation input jack. Built to detune low
pitches.

FM
Here you will find an AC-coupled linear Frequency Modulation input. By patching an
audio (or fast CV) signal into this jack you can modulate the pitch while maintaining the
average pitch of the oscillator.

Sq1 PWM & Sq2 PWM
By patching a CV signal into one of these jacks you can modulate the pulse widths of
the corresponding Square1 and Square2 pulse waveforms that are part of the Triple
Square output. If nothing is patched into these jacks, the Sq1 and Sq2 waveform pulse
widths are modulated by two built-in triangle LFOs. By a fluke of circuitry you can also
use these Sq1 PWM and Sq2 PWM jacks as outputs and pick up CV signals based on the
built-in LFOs.

Sine
Sine waveform output jack. See (4) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.

Triangle
Triangle waveform output jack. See (2) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.

Saw
Sawtooth waveform output jack. See (1) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.

Pulse
Pulse waveform output jack. See (3) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.

Triple Square
A four-layered-waveform output jack. See (9) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.

Sub Phase
This CV input jack lets you create a phase offset in both sub oscillators (5&6). Both sub
oscillators (5&6) can be delayed up to a half a wavelength in relation to the pulse
waveform (3).

Sub 1
Pulse waveform sub oscillator output jack. See (5) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.
Always 1 octave below the set pitch.

Sub 2
Pulse waveform sub oscillator output jack. See (6) in the Fenix Oscillator diagram.
Always 2 octaves below the set pitch.
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3 Digital Oscillator
A Fenix is built for maximum sonic variety and that includes this Digital Oscillator that
does things analog cannot do. With this 4-in-1 Digital Oscillator we want to provide you
with a set of very common and never-heard-before waveforms to play with. Every mode
operates based on a different set of algorithms that make for a different oscillator type:
a shape distorted sawtooth, a pulse train, an FM oscillator set, or a wavetable player.

By pressing the LED button in the top left, you can switch into a different mode. In every
mode the Parameter 1, 2 and 3 knobs and some of the jacks do something else. Some of
the knobs and jacks are basic interactions with oscillators so they will do the same for
you in all modes.

Menu >> DigiOsc
Mode: You can select mode here as well with the left/right buttons. Below your selected
mode we show you the property of the Parameter 1, 2 & 3 knobs and their current
values.

Menu >> DigiOsc >> Quantization options.

Coarse quantize: You can say yes/no to quantization under the Coarse knob.
1V/Oct quantize: Here you can say yes/no to quantization of the input into the 1V/Oct
CV jack. In both cases it snaps to your Quantizer note map settings:
Quantizer note map: Select your notes for the quantizing here. With the left/right and
enter button you can activate/deactivate the notes you want the quantizer to use.
Whatever is highlighted is included. You can also move your entire note selection up or
down the note map by using the transpose function below it.

Menu >> DigiOsc >> Ins & Outs options.

Out 1 gives you the waveform of the oscillator mode you are in. The other ins and out
depend on your choices here. Except forWavetable mode.
90 deg phase: When you select this option the waveform is the same as the one coming
out of Out 1 but phase shifted 90 degrees. In 1 and In 2 are ignored.
180 deg phase: When you select this option the waveform is the same as the one
coming out of Out 1 but phase shifted 180 degrees. Flipped the wave. In 1 and In 2 are
ignored.
ringmod input sum: First the In 1 and In 2 inputs are added together, then multiplied by
the signal to Out 1. This ring modulated signal is sent to Out 2.
input mix: The In 1 and In 2 input jacks are added together. This mixed signal is sent to
Out 2.

Coarse & 1V/Oct
This knob lets you control the rough pitch of the oscillator. You can sweep through 10
octaves: -5 to the left and +5 to the right. You can roughly do the same by patching a CV
into the 1V/Oct CV input jack.

Fine
This knob allows you to change the pitch more delicately. About -½ octave to the left
and +½ octave to the right.
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3 Digital Oscillator
Modulation
The knob lets you set the amount of effect that the Mod CV input jack has on the pitch.
-100% all the way left up to +100% all the way right. In this Fenix IV that is about equal to
-1V/Oct all the way left and +1V/Oct all the way right. The modulation speed here is
limited. You can use this Mod CV input jack for low frequency CV but not for audio rate
modulation.

Reset
You can patch any audio rate gate signal in here to hard sync your waves to other
oscillators. Every incoming rising edge will trigger a restart of the waveform. In Wavetable
mode this means triggering a restart of both players.

Cycle
Pick up some very short signals here. Each waveform sends a trigger to this output at
the end of its cycle again, and again, and again… Can be used as a precise reset pulse for
other oscillators.

Ins & Outs
What these jacks do depends on your menu settings OR being in Wavetable mode. In
Wavetable mode Out 1 gives you the output of the first player preset (Parameter 1) and
Out 2 gives you the output of the second player preset (Parameter 3). In 1 and In 2 are
ignored.

Shape Distorted Sawtooth mode
A sawtooth wave has a pleasing full sound, consisting of all of the harmonics of its
fundamental pitch. This oscillator mode starts out with a sawtooth waveform spectrum,
then the individual harmonics of the waveform spectrum are phase shifted. The
waveform shape is used to distort itself. The resulting sound starts out as a simple
sawtooth and turns into a rich yet harmonic noise waveform. A lowpass filter adds extra
punch.

Menu >> DigiOsc >> Shape Distort Settings

Interpolation: You can change the interpolation between the points in the changing
waveform with the left/right buttons. This will make the overall shape smoother (on) or
sharper (off). You will notice the effect most clearly in bass sounds.

Parameter 1 & 2 & 3
Parameter 1. Lowpass filter cutoff: With the knob to the left you close the filter (cutoff
low) and to the right you open the filter (cutoff high). The CV in Param 1 is added to the
value of the knob.

Parameter 2. Shape distortion: Set the knob to the left to minimize and to the right to
maximize shape-distortion. The CV in Param 2 is added to the value of the knob.

Parameter 3 Phase shift: Harmonics will be individually phase shifted. You can sweep to
the left to achieve zero phase shifted sawtooths or all the way to the right for maximum
shiftiness.
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Pulse Train mode
In this mode the oscillator builds a Pulse train out of a sine and cosine pulse. Parameter 1
and Parameter 2 control the width of both pulses. With Parameter 3 you can reintroduce
the first harmonic and control the level of harmonic maintenance - no dipping! This pulse
train is always harmonic.

Parameter 1 & 2 & 3
Parameter 1. Sine pulse width: With this knob you control the width of the sine pulse.
Going left makes it wide and going right makes it narrow. The CV in Param 1 is added to
the value of the knob.

Parameter 2. Cosine pulse width: With this knob you control the width of the cosine
pulse. Going left makes it wide and going right makes it narrow. The CV in Param 2 is
added to the value of the knob.

Parameter 3. First harmonic: With this knob you can add or maintain the first harmonic of
the pulse train. All the way left there is no first harmonic boost and when you turn all the
way to the right the first harmonic is always maintained.

FMmode
When you select this mode the Digital Oscillator becomes an FM Oscillator; a
combination of three separate oscillators. The first oscillator forms the basic sine wave
(the carrier) while the second oscillator (operator 1) derives a related frequency that
modulates the carrier. The third oscillator (operator 2) does the same as the second but
has a fixed set of ratios to the carrier to keep things musical. You can influence the
relationship between the carrier and both operators.

Menu >> DigiOsc >> FM Settings

OP2 ratio: Here you can choose out of a long list of ratios. You determine what the fixed
ratio should be between the carrier and operator 2.
Antialiasing: Digital systems can experience aliasing. This is what occurs when
frequencies that are too high for your system to produce get reflected in the bottom of
the spectrum. Creating a digital artifact. Antialiasing algorithms became common in the
nineties to fix this issue. If you want your Fenix FM oscillator to sound more like the
eighties, you can turn off our antialiasing here.
Quantize OP1 pitch: If you turn this option on, the FM oscillator will quantize the Operator
1 pitch offset to the nearest semitone. We built this option in to maintain a harmonic
relation between frequencies while using a CV into the Param 2 input jack.

Parameter 1 & 2 & 3
Parameter 1 is the modulation depth of operator 1. With the knob you can determine how
much modulation operator 1 has on the carrier. Left is 0% and right is 100% modulation.
The value in the Param 1 CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.

Parameter 2 is the frequency ratio of operator 1. By turning the knob all the way left the
ratio will be ¼ frequency of the carrier, and all the way right it will be 4 times the
frequency of the carrier. The value in the Param 2 CV input jack is added to the value of
the knob.
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3 Digital Oscillator
Parameter 3 is the modulation depth of operator 2. With the knob you can determine
howmuch modulation operator 2 has on the carrier. Left is 0% and right is 100%
modulation. The frequency ratio of operator 2 is set but you can change this setting in
the menu.

Wavetable
Welcome to the Wavetable mode. A structure to hold waves for you to trigger. This is
more than just a sample bank; this is a SoundFont player with limited functionality. Your
Fenix IV comes preloaded with a bank of drums, vocals and classic instruments. We’ve
selected some things that are hard to synthesize from scratch and not usually found in a
modular system. But you can of course fill this 8 MB wavetable with whatever you like.
Wavetable mode lets you play two different presets at once, both having their own
output. One bank, two players. You can sweep through up-to-64 presets with the
Parameter 1 and 3 knobs.

Menu >> DigiOsc >> ModeWavetable

In the menu you can see the values for Preset 1, Offset 1 and Preset 2. The names of
your selected presets will be shown here. You can scroll with the Parameter knobs.

Parameter 1 & 2 & 3
Parameter 1. First player preset: Knob selects the preset from the SoundFont that will be
played to Out 1. However-many-presets in the SoundFont will be uniformly distributed
over the sweep from left (1) to right (max) for a maximum amount of 64 presets. Value
going into Param 1 CV input jack is added to the value of the knob. A gate on the Reset
input jack is necessary to start playing the selected preset.

Parameter 2. Offset Out 1: Here you can add offset to the preset on Out 1. The knob lets
you move between no offset on the left, up to 100% offset on the right (meaning it
starts at the end so nothing happens). The value going into the Param 2 CV input jack is
added to the knob.

Parameter 3. Second player preset: This knob selects the preset from the SoundFont
that will be played to Out 2. However-many-presets in the SoundFont will be uniformly
distributed over the sweep from left (1) to right (max) for a maximum amount of 64
presets. Value going into Param 2 CV input jack is added to the value of the knob. A gate
on the Reset input jack is necessary to start playing the selected preset.
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Changing the SoundFont
You can put your own selection of presets in 1 SoundFont file on your Fenix IV. You start
by making the Fenix IV into an 8MB USB-drive and then you copy your file onto it. There
are two ways to do this:

• Make sure the Fenix is powered off.

• Connect your Fenix IV to a PC via a USB cable. Use the USB port on the back.

• While pressing the up AND the down button next to the screen - power up your Fenix.

OR

• Connect your Fenix IV to a PC via a USB cable. Use the USB port on the back.

• Navigate to the System menu page and select the option Restart as USB-drive by
pressing the enter button.

EITHERWAY

• Your Fenix will boot into USB-drive mode. A floppy disk will appear on the screen. The
PC now thinks the Fenix is a USB-drive.

• You can copy any 1 SoundFont file onto the USB-drive containing at most 8MB of
data. There is no folder structure as there is only one place the .sf2 file can go.

• When you are done use the PC to ‘safely eject USB-drive’.

• Turn the Fenix off and on again.

• Navigate to the DigiOsc page in the Menu and go down to “Wavetable Settings >>
Load .sf2” and press enter.
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4 Chord Oscillator
Bring on the chords! This module gives you easy access to the sweet, sweet lands of
harmony without using up half your system. In a very tiny space we have connected
multiple oscillators and added a bunch of modes so you can create oodles of chords.
This Chord Oscillator holds three analog oscillators and a digital control on top that
allows you to make chords or other interesting sounds. The digital control manages the
CV to two out of three oscillators, keeping them in line to produce a rich combination of
waves. Oscillator 1 provides the foundation and Oscillator 2 and 3 adjust accordingly.
This produces combined waveforms of the sawtooth, pulse and triangle variety as well
as three solitary sawtooth waveforms.

Coarse
With this knob you control the pitch of all three oscillators. Turn around to great effect.

Fine
When you want to control the pitch of the oscillators in a more delicate fashion, twist
here.

Modulation
When you have a CV patched into the Mod input jack you can use this knob to
determine howmuch of the CV signal you want to apply to the pitch of all three
oscillators. This knob is bipolar. When you hold this knob in the center there is no
modulation while to the left creates negative modulation, and to the right creates
positive modulation.

Chord
The Chord knob changes the way the three oscillators are pitched. The value in the
Chord CV input jack is added to the value of the Chord knob. This knob controls
something different in every mode. Please see the modes below.

Pulsewidth
Here you can control the pulsewidth of the pulse output. By setting the knob in the
middle position you create the most even pulse possible. If you turn Pulsewidth to the
left, you make the pulse wide on the bottom and narrow at the top. If you turn the knob
to the right you make the pulse narrow on the bottom and wide at the top. By changing
the width of the pulse you change the timbre of the sound. A narrow pulse has a more
nasal quality and a broad pulse produces a more open sound.
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4 Chord Oscillator
1V/Oct
Standard 1 Volt per Octave input jack where you can patch a CV signal in to change the
pitch of all three oscillators. The basic pitch level is set by the Coarse and Fine knobs and
then the input from this jack is added.

Sync
You can patch an audio signal in the Sync input jack for the Chord oscillator to hard-sync
to.

1
Output where the first solitary sawtooth waveform comes out. Made by the foundational
Oscillator 1.

2
Output where the second solitary sawtooth waveform comes out. Made by Oscillator 2.

3
Output where the third solitary sawtooth waveform comes out. Made by Oscillator 3.

Triangles
Output in which the triangle waveforms of all three oscillators are summed.

Sawtooths
Output in which the sawtooth waveforms of all three oscillators are summed.

Pulses
Output in which the pulse waveforms of all three oscillators are summed.

Modes
By pressing the LED button in the top left of the Chord Oscillator module you can switch
between modes. The different modes determine how the pitches of Oscillator 2 and 3
are treated..

Menu >> ChordOsc
Mode: You can also select your mode here. Just below your Mode selection we show you
what the Chord knob represents and what the value of the current position is. The bars
underneath express the current pitch offset of oscillators 2 and 3 relative to oscillator 1.
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Chords mode
Major, Minor or whatever else you can think of. In this mode the three oscillators are
pitched to chords of your making. With the Chord knob you can scroll through them.
There are 9 chord slots to fill in the menu.

Menu >> ChordOsc >> Chords mode

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9: There are 9 chord slots for you to fill. Each slot has two bars
representing the pitch offset of oscillator 2 and 3. Change the offsets by selecting a bar
and using the left/right buttons to adjust the value shown. If you press enter you can
change your editing precision of the value. In between the slots you can select Snap or
Smooth. This sets a snap to the next slot or a smooth transition between slots
(interpolate) for when you swipe through the slots with your Chord knob.

MIDI chord: When you turn this on, the offset in the 9th slot is based on the chord you
play over MIDI. At Source you can select to use DIN / USB / all as your MIDI source, and
at Channel select the channel to listen to for the chord over MIDI.

Spread mode
In this mode you can change the spread of the frequencies between the oscillators. The
same ratio of frequencies between oscillators 1 and 2 and between oscillators 2 and 3 is
maintained. This creates stable harmonics with your base note. Use the Chord knob to
make the spread of frequencies more narrow (left) or more wide (right).

Sawstack mode
This mode gives you various ways to create phat stacks. Sawstack detunes oscillators 2
and 3 and spreads them over octaves to build you a bigger sound. Use the Chord knob to
move from no detuning on the left, through increasing amounts of detuning and into the
pitch LFO on the right.

Chiparp mode
This mode is all about retro-game-style-arpeggio-blippings. The original chiptunes used
one oscillator playing very fast to create the illusion of chords. We are doing much the
same here resulting in very interesting solitary sawtooths on oscillator 2 and 3 to be
picked up at Sawtooth 2 and 3 outputs . Chiparp chord settings are based on the 9
Chords slots that you can set in the menu. To every Chord slot (1-9) we added four
different arpeggios (1.1 / 1.2 / 1.3 / 1.4 etcetera) and you can swipe through them with
the Chord knob from all the way left (1.1) to all the way right (9.4).
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1 ADSR 1 & ADSR 2

2 AHDSR/D
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Envelopes
In synthesis we give shape to reality. In order to make reality sound good we use the
shape of an envelope. An envelope usually has four parts - an Attack, a Decay, a Sustain
and a Release. We can play with the different parts of the envelope, changing the shape
and the sound it makes.

The most common use for envelopes is as the progression of the volume of a sound. The
Attack is the phase of rising energy, when we go from zero to where we want to be and
because we are so excited we overshoot a little. Which leads to the second phase:
Decay is the moment when we go down a little before we land. This landing plateau is
called Sustain: we have arrived so we stick around. This can be a long while or a short
while. However long we Sustain, at some point we want to leave (and go do something
else). We don't leave abruptly but we exit gracefully; we Release and disappear into
silence… and then we can start again.

Some instruments generate specific volume-envelopes. Percussive instruments (piano,
drum, xylophone) have an almost zero attack and a long decay with practically no
sustain followed by a long release. Wind instruments (trumpet, clarinet, flute) tend to
have a short-medium attack with a skill-based decay, while the length of sustain is
based on lung volume and release is another matter of skill.

You can also use envelopes to shape timbre progression. Higher frequencies have a
tendency to decay faster. When you bang on a grand piano, the higher frequencies die
out fast and the lower ones linger. We can synthesize this timbre progression by
applying a decay envelope to the cutoff of a lowpass filter. The attack and sustain
phases are of no consequence here as it is the decay phase that shapes the progression
of frequencies by fading them out. The release phase let’s go of whatever frequencies
are left.

An envelope is just a shape with phases you can control and you can apply this shape to
anything you like. You could feed this envelope shape to a waveguide, creating a short
spike which resonates and produces tones. By feeding an envelope to the pitch
modulation input of an oscillator you can create percussive sounds. You might also feed
an envelope directly to your main output and use some LFO to trigger the envelope gate
input, creating a strange and customizable waveform. There are many things you can do
with an envelope. By using the end of an envelope to retrigger the envelope, you are
creating an LFO-like signal. You can chain multiple envelopes this way for even more
complex results.
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1 ADSR 1 & ADSR 2
Envelopes need to be triggered by sending them a gate signal. When you trigger the
envelope with a gate signal the Attack phase starts. This is followed by the Decay phase
(length depends on your settings) and goes over into the Sustain phase. It will sustain as
long as the gate signal remains open. The closing of the gate triggers the Release phase.

Here you have two classic analog ADSR envelopes. Both with knobs for all the phases of
the envelope. Both with jacks to start and restart the envelopes. Both with outputs that
provide pulse and a CV signal. This is the standard set of what you need, so you get to
have two.

Attack
With this knob you can determine the length of the Attack. Short and snappy on the left
or long and looming on the right.

Decay
Set your Decay length with this knob. Crash (left) or glide (right) into the next phase of
your envelope.

Sustain
Set your Sustain level here. The level of Sustain is relative to the amplitude of the peak.
Turn to the left to set your level low and to the right to set it high.

Release
With this knob you determine how fast or slow you want to let go. On the left is a very
short release and on the right a very long one.

Gate
Patch a gate signal into this jack to trigger your envelope and hold the Sustain phase for
as long as the gate is open.

Retrigger
You can use this Retrigger input jack to interrupt the Sustain phase with a trigger pulse
and force a restart of the envelope. After you have Retriggered a newAttack and Decay
phase, this module will return to Sustain if the gate is still open or move to Release if the
gate is closed.

End
This output jack provides a gate signal after the Release phase of the envelope. This
gate signal closes when a new envelope opens.

Out
This is the main output giving you the shape or your envelope as a CV signal.
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2 AHDSR/D
This module is an envelope with extras. In between Attack and Decay we have added a
Hold phase; a tiny amount of extra time giving the envelope a Peak that has a level in
relation to the Sustain level. Making this Peak longer is especially useful for sounds that
have a lot of bass. Such long waveforms might otherwise miss the shorter peaks of the
envelope. In this module a second Decay envelope that is curve adjustable runs
simultaneously with the AHDSR envelope. Both envelopes are triggered by the same
gate signal.

Attack
With this knob you can determine the length of the Attack. Short and snappy on the left
or long and looming on the right. The value in the Attack CV input jack is added to the
value of the knob.

Decay
Set your Decay length with this knob. Crash (left) or glide (right) into the next phase of
your envelope. This Decay level starts at Peak level. If you have no Peak, you will have no
Decay. The value in the Decay CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.

Sustain
Set your Sustain level here. Turn to the left to set your level low and to the right to set it
high. The value in the Sustain CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.

Release
With this knob you determine how fast or slow you want to let go. On the left is a very
short release and on the right a very long one. The value in the Release CV input jack is
added to the value of the knob.

Hold
Set the time of Holding here. Turn this knob to the left for a short hold and to the right for
a longer one.

Second Decay
With this knob you can set the Decay length of the second envelope. This envelope is
pure decay so with it you set the entire length of the envelope. To the left makes a short
envelope and the right makes a longer one. The value in the Decay 2 CV input jack is
added to the value of the knob.

Decay Shape
Set the shape of the second Decay envelope with this switch. The left setting selects a
linear decay shape, right selects an exponential decay shape and the middle setting
selects a shape in between the two. The shape you select will slightly alter decay length.

Gate
Feed this jack input with a gate signal to trigger your envelope and hold the Sustain
phase for as long as the gate is open.
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2 AHDSR/D
Retrigger
You can use this Retrigger input jack to interrupt the Sustain phase with a trigger pulse
and force a restart of both envelopes. After you have Retriggered a newAttack and
Decay phase, this module will return to Sustain of the AHDSR envelope if the gate is still
open or move to Release if the gate is closed.

Peak
Patch in a CV signal here to stack more levels on top of the Sustain level and create a
Peak. The Attack phase will now ramp up to your set Peak level and Hold there. When
you don’t patch anything in here, the Peak level defaults to maximum.

/D
This jack is where your second decay envelope comes out as a CV signal.

Out
This is the output giving you the shape or your full AHDSR envelope as a CV signal.
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1Wobbler

2 Triple LFO

3 LFO 1 & 2

4 Noise



With modulation you can change the output of all the other modules in your Fenix IV. You
can alter simple sounds into more exciting ones by making tiny interesting changes or
grand sweeping effects. Make every beep unique. These modules give you wonderful
patterns or seeds of randomness that you can apply to the signal running through your
system. Our modulators do not need to be triggered, they are always running so you can
just patch in and pick up their influence at any time. They also give you visual feedback
by blinking LEDs at you. You can create things that exist only in the moment by layering
modulation or modulating your modulators. The sky is not the limit, it just looks different.

Low Frequency Oscillators move too slow to be heard (unless pushed) but they are
excellent to modulate your signal in interesting ways. We have included some advanced
and some really basic LFOs for you to play with. There are several basic LFOs in your
Fenix IV because you always need more than one. Slightly different for maximum sonic
variety and followed by noise.

39

Modulators
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1Wobbler
Wobbler is our advanced LFO with two outputs. This is a modulation source that adds
controlled chaos to your sound. OurWobbler has five shapes, two of which are based on
physical modelling. Wobbler also gives you direct visual feedback on your CV output. We
combined deterministic digital LFO generation with chaotic physical modelling so that
Wobbler can give you the best of both worlds – naturally occurring chaos that you can
control. Wobbler was born as a TiNRS module for Eurorack. We like it so much that we’ve
built a more compact version into the Fenix IV.

On the bottom of the Wobbler knob container there are two LEDs. The brightness of
these LEDs map to the amplitude of your selected waveform. The LEDs communicate
the level of the Signal (left LED) and Phased output (right LED).

Rate
This knob sets the frequency of your wobbles. Using Regular, Self-Phasing or Twang this
knob sets frequency rates from once every few seconds up to low audiorate. When you
patch a pulse into the Sync input Wobbler will change its timing to match the incoming
pulse rate. With the Rate knob in the middle, the rate of the Wobbler will match the
frequency of the incoming pulses. Turning Rate to the left subdivides the incoming
frequency, and to the right it multiplies. The value of the Rate CV input jack is added to
the value of the knob.

Modify
With the Modify knob you control howmuch your selected Shape is modified. The effect
is different for each one and is explained at the Shapes below. The value of the Modify
CV input jack is added to the knob.

Shape
Here you select between the five Shapes. All shapes are calculated real-time. Wobbler is
calculating or simulating these five shapes in the background, ready for you to crossfade
between shapes without losing step. The value of the Shape CV input jack is added to
the knob.

Regular
This waveshape is a simple LFO that can crossfade between the four standard
waveforms. On the road to chaos this shape forms the baseline of the Wobbler. You can
use Modify to crossfade between sine, triangle, saw and pulse LFO. By fully twisting the
Shape selector knob to the left of Regular, you will divide the rate by 64 and create a
slow-motion LFO. In the slo-mo setting the Regular LED will start blinking. The Regular
waveshape sends a gate signal at the start of every cycle to the Cycle and Phased gate
outputs.
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1Wobbler
Self-Phasing

This waveshape is a combination of the Regular LFO with a copy of itself. The second
waveform is shifted in and out of phase with the original one. The resulting shape is
straightforward when you use sine waveforms and gets more complicated very fast with
triangle, saw and pulse waveforms. With the Phase knob you can control the relative
speed of the second waveform. Modify does the same as in the Regular shape mode.

Twang
The Twang waveshape uses the physical model of a resonating stick that loses energy
over time. We follow the movement of the stick and use the angles to generate control
voltages. Please note that you must use the LED button or Reset input to kick this
shape into action. With Modify you can change the attack and decay time. Fully turning
Modify to the right enables an un-dampened mode.

Double Pendulum
Awaveshape that uses the physical model of a double pendulum that loses energy over
time. We follow the angles between both segments of the pendulum and the ground, and
use these angles to generate control voltages. Use the LED button or the Reset input to
give the pendulum a swing. With the Phase knob you can control the amount of initial
chaos. Due to the chaotic nature of this model, the Rate knob only roughly determines
the actual speed of the pendulum. With Modify you can change the attack and decay
time. Fully turning Modify to the right enables an un-dampened mode.

Sample-and-Hold
We sample the internal white noise source several times per cycle at a Rate that you can
set. Turning the Phase knob delays the noise samples for the Phased CV output up to
one full LFO cycle. By fully twisting the Shape knob to the right of Sample-and-Hold you
shift into a quantize-and-hold mode with 8 values and the Sample-and-Hold LED will
start blinking. Use Modify to apply a smoothing filter to the outputs.
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Phase
The Phase knob controls the phase difference between the Signal and Phased CV
outputs. All the way to the left gives you zero phase difference, and turning it all the way
to the right gives you one phase difference resulting in a perfect overlay. The interesting
bits are in between. The value of the Phase CV input is added to the knob. The LEDs to
the left and right indicate the start of the phase on the Signal (left LED) and Phased
output (right LED).

Reset
Patch a gate signal in here to trigger a restart of the waveform. You can also press the
LED button to do the same.

Sync
Send gate signals or trigger pulses to this jack to set the speed of the LFO.

Cycle and Phased gate output
A Regular waveshape is always running in the back. Even when you have not selected
the Regular waveshape, this Cycle gate output sends a pulse every time a full cycle of
the Regular waveshape completes itself. The phased gate output sends a pulse every
time a full cycle of the phased Regular waveshape completes itself.

Signal and Phased CV output
Signal is the primary CV output of the waveshape you have selected. The Phased jack
gives you the same output but phase shifted in relation to the Signal output by the value
of the Phase knob and jack.
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2 Triple LFO
Basic Low Frequency Oscillator with two extra outputs. We took the circuit from the
Fenix II and kept it for the rhythm. It lets you play with three Triangle waveforms of the
same frequency. The waveforms arrive based on the rhythm you set by phase shifting
Triangle 2 and 3 relative to Triangle 1. You can use this rhythm to add a double or even
triple punch to your modulation. When you are using modulation to break the monotony
of a sound this module will give you an even bigger break. The LEDs on the bottom
indicate the rhythm. The brightness of these LEDs map to the amplitude of the
waveforms. They communicate the level of the Triangle outputs.

Rate
Here you can set the speed of the LFO (all 3 waves). Left is slow and right is fast. The
value of the Rate CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.

Phase 2
Here you can set the phase shift of Triangle 2 relative to Triangle 1. All the way to the left
gives you zero phase difference, and turning it all the way to the right gives you one
phase difference resulting in a perfect overlay. The interesting bits are in between. When
you patch a CV in the Phase 2 input jack the knob sets howmuch modulation the
incoming CV signal has on the phase shifting. Left is 0% modulation on the phase timing
difference and right is 100%.

Phase 3
Here you can set the phase shift of Triangle 3 relative to Triangle 1. All the way to the left
gives you zero phase difference, and turning it all the way to the right gives you one
phase difference resulting in a perfect overlay. The interesting bits are in between. When
you patch a CV in the Phase 3 input jack the knob sets howmuch modulation the
incoming CV signal has on the phase shifting. Left is 0% modulation on the phase timing
difference and right is 100%.

Reset
Patch a CV signal in here to trigger a reset of Triangle 1 starting at the top of the Triangle.
Triangle 2 and 3 will follow at their relative phase shifted settings.

Triangle 1 & 2 & 3
Each Triangle has its own output where you can pick up the waveform as CV. These
outputs are unipolar; they go from 0 to +8V.
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3 LFO 1 & 2
More LFO! Two identical modules with one extra trick on LFO 2. These classic analog
LFOs are exact copies of the LFO 1 & 3 in the Fenix II. Don't mess with a good thing. In
both LFOs you can change the shape of the waveform from a downwards sawtooth -
through a triangle - into an upwards sawtooth. During this process a pulsewave is
extracted. Only LFO 2 also has the antipulse; pulsing high when the normal pulse is low.
Each LFO has an LED. The brightness of the LEDs map to the amplitude of the Triangle
based waveform. They communicate the level of the Triangle output.

Rate
Here you can set the speed of the LFO. Left is slow and right is fast. The value of the
Rate CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.

Symmetry
You control the shape of the waveform by controlling the Symmetry. Under this knob the
downward sawtooth is on the left having low symmetry. The triangle waveform is under
the middle position with maximum symmetry. All the way right is an upward sawtooth
with low symmetry. By controlling the amount of symmetry you also control the
pulsewidth. With the knob in the most left position, the pulsewidth is narrow at the
bottom and wide at the top. In the middle position top and bottom are equal. On the right
the pulsewidth is narrow at the top and wide at the bottom.

Reset
Patch a CV in here to trigger a reset and start the LFO at the beginning of its cycle.

Triangle
Your Triangle based waveform CV output.

Pulse
Pulsewave CV output.

Antipulse
Here you can pick up the inverse of Pulse output: pulsing high when the normal pulse is
low, and pulsing lowwhen the normal pulse is high.
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4 Noise
Anything turbulent in nature produces noise and almost everything is turbulent.
Modulating your signal with noise can give your sound this rich turbulent quality that we
encounter freely outside of audio synthesis. Aiming for maximum sonic variety must
include noise. Different flavours of noise. In this Noise module we enhance classic analog
white noise with a melange of digital probabilistic options. To get to more chaotic and
interesting types of noise we’ve built this module from the ground up based on a wide
range of (reverse) statistics and we let you play with probabilities. You control the
probability distribution of noise events happening. Noise events have a trigger (noisy
timing) and a voltage (noisy pattern). You can use this Noise box for modulation and as a
signal generator.

This box of noise is filled with a bunch of dice rolls. The sides of the dice represent the
noise events. With the Rate knob you can set how often you roll the dice. The Time knob
sets the distribution of time in between dice rolls. With Timbre you select the type of dice
that you are rolling. The result of the dice roll goes to the Value CV output. The moment
the dice roll a pulse goes to the Trigger output.

In reality, probability distributions vary a lot over time. To mimic this variation we give you
a special Space envelope that changes the probability density cloud over time. In one
end of the space our probability cloud is Seismic; probability of noise events starts high
and ends low. At the other end the cloud is like an Avalanche; probability of noise events
start low and ends high. In between, the probability cloud is like the Wind hitting a tree;
probability of noise events is slowly building and slowly decaying.

We also build a stacked envelope with these clouds. We start with your Space selection
(Seismic / Wind / Avalanche) and use this shape as an envelope. We overlay this
envelope five times and form a new stacked envelope out of this.

Different types of probability distributions are used in this Noise module. All our
distributions are bounded-random meaning they have a minimum and a maximum to
ensure you don’t end up accidentally waiting a fortnight for your noise event:

• Beta distribution. U-shaped, both low and high noise events are more like to happen

• Poisson distribution. Noise events near the centre are more likely to happen

• Flat distribution. Every noise event is equally likely to happen

• Binary distribution. Only two noise events can happen

• 1 of 3 / 5 / 7 distribution. Only 1 out of 3 or 5 or 7 noise events can happen

• Constant distribution. Noise event is happening regularly with fixed time in between
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4 Noise
Menu >> Noise
On this page you can see the property of the six knobs and their current values (display
only) Underneath is a real-time histogram of all the noise events happening. Below that
is a graph showing the real-time CV of the stacked envelope.

Rate
With this knob you can set the average rate at which noise events will occur. Going all
the way from almost never (left) to all the time (right). The value of the Rate CV input jack
is added to the value of the knob. Rate is also influenced by the stacked envelope times
Probability settings

Time
With this knob you control Time by selecting a distribution for when noise events happen
(noise timing). Sandwiched in between two Constant distributions are three distributions
that are more chaotic in nature: Beta, Poisson and Flat distribution. The Beta distribution
will cause the most jitter because it is widest around the average. The flat distribution is
the most chaotic distribution that is under this knob. Interpolation happens while moving
between the distributions. The value of the Time CV input jack is added to the value of
the knob.

Space
The rate of noise events lives in a probability density cloud that you can shape with this
Space knob. The Space knob runs from Seismic (left) throughWind (middle) into
Avalanche (right). The value of the Space CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.

Timbre
With this knob you select a distribution of what the voltages (noisy pattern) of noise
events will be. The resulting noisy pattern goes to the Value CV output. Timbre moves
between seven distributions: Poisson, Flat, Beta, Binary, 1 of 3, 1 of 5 and 1 of 7. The
value of the Timbre CV input jack is added to the value of the knob.
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Continuity
You can set the continuity of the stacked envelope with this knob. Each of the five
envelopes in the stack have their own probability. With the Continuity knob you set a low
probability (left) up to an almost continuous triggering of one of the five envelopes (right).

Probability
The CV value of the stacked envelope influences the rate at which noise events will
occur. A high value will push a higher rate of noise events. This influence is modulated by
the Probability knob; on the left there is -100% modulation, 0% in the middle and +100%
modulation on the right. The value of the Probability CV input jack is added to the value
of the knob. The CV of the entire stacked envelope is sent to the Probability output.

LED button
While holding down the button maximum value is used instead of the stacked envelope.

Whitenoise
This is where the basic analog white noise comes out as an audio signal.

Value
Noisy pattern CV output.

Trigger
Noisy timing trigger (very short gate) output. LED blinks when triggering.
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1 Ladder Filter

2 Digital Filter

3 State Variable Filter (SVF)

4 Low Pass Gate (LPG)

5 Pink Filter

6 Blue Filter
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Filters
Filters take an incoming signal and do things to it. They alter a selected set of
frequencies, usually by taking things away. Filters are the cornerstone of subtractive
synthesis. The classical low/high and band pass filters are represented here as well as
less common means of filtering. This is our highly opinionated selection of sonic knives.
We have tried to strike a balance between utility and goosebumps. The Ladder filter and
the Low Pass Gate are directly taken from the Fenix II. We cannot have a Fenix without a
Formant filter or a Vocoder and these are our completely different digital versions. State
Variable Filters are a classic with their own very distinctive topology that we felt must be
included. The Pink and Blue filters are more subtle shaping devices and complete the
set.

Probably the shortest route from sound to goosebumps is to crank up the resonance
and sweep down the cutoff.
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1 Ladder Filter
Simplest analog lowpass in the deck that makes you feel good. We want it, you want it,
so here it is. Named as such because the schematics of this filter look somewhat like a
ladder. This lowpass ladder cuts away high frequencies and oscillates around the cutoff
if you give it a high-resonance setting. You can pick up the output signal with three
different filter steepness values: 12, 24 or 30 dB/Oct and go to town. This filter can also
resonate into becoming an oscillator.

Cutoff
Here you can set the Cutoff above which frequencies are filtered away. This knob can go
from subsonic (left) to ultrasonic (right). The value of the CV in the Cutoff input jack is
added to the value of the knob and tracks roughly 1V/Oct.

Resonance
Here you can play with the Resonance of the filter. You set the amount of the output
going back into the input from 0% feedback (left) to 100% feedback (right).

Modulation
By patching a CV into the Mod input jack you can also influence the cutoff. The
Modulation knob lets you control the amount of influence the Mod input has on the
cutoff. This knob is bipolar. When you hold this knob in the center there is no modulation
while to the left it creates negative modulation, and to the right creates positive
modulation.

In 1 & In 2
Here you patch in the audio signal that you want Ladder filtering on. Both inputs are
added together before entering the filter.

Out 12dB & Out 24dB & Out 30dB
The audio signal that goes through the Ladder comes out here in three different versions
with increasing depth of filtering. Each output has a steepness expressed as dB/Oct.
24dB is the traditional output for a Ladder filter. The audible difference between these
three outputs is subtle. Most interesting is the phase difference between the outputs.
We recommend you use different outputs for left and right in a stereo field.
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Three ways to make your Fenix IV sing. Digital filtering provides pitch-perfect tools to
play with sound. With this Digital Filter we have added three modes to make sound come
alive. Our Vocal Filter is a five band resonant filter that makes every sound more voice-
like by vowelizing it. Our Vocoder blends the harmonics of two sounds together. This is
very often used to melt voice and synthesized sound into one. The sparkling Dual Filter
has low and high pass filtering with perfect 1V/Oct tracking and very stable self-
oscillation. Think Tibetan throat singing.

Modes
By pressing the LED button in the top left, you can switch into a different mode. All
Modes give you information and show their behaviour in the Menu on the DigiFilter page.
We recommend that you play around with the modes while looking at the response
graph on the DigiFilter page. Some things are obvious when you can see them happen.

Vocal Filter mode
Vowelize. Based on 25 vowel settings (A/E/I/O/U in 5 vocal ranges) this five band filter
tones your sound into an approximation of vowels. With one knob you can morph
between two vowel settings. Add a little bit of noise and control the Q of the filter.

Menu >> DigiFilter >> Vocal Filter Settings

Boost: Change your outgoing volume. You can select to (un)boost the output -12dB,
-6dB, 0dB, +6dB or +12dB.

Freq 1 & Freq 2
Both knobs let you run through all 25 vowel settings. On the DigiFilter page you can see
your vowel selection as Freq 1 is Vowel A and Freq 2 as Vowel B. The value of the Freq 1
and Freq 2 CV input jacks are added to their respective knobs.

Q
The Q factor controls the resonant effect of this vocal filter. With this knob you can set
the Q low (left) for a tiny amount of effect or set the Q high (right) for a very intense
effect. The value of the Q CV input jack is added to the knob.

Morph
Under this knob Freq 1 (Vowel A) is all the way to the left and Freq 2 (Vowel B) is all the
way to the right. In between they morph. You can position the knob to your desired
morphing. The value of the Morph CV input jack is added to the knob.
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2 Digital Filter
Noise
You can add a little bit of noise to the signal. With the Noise knob you can move between
noise off (left), on attack, always on, noise on release (right). A puff of noise on the attack
simulates the initial moment of instability that is common in physical instruments.
Adding a little noise that is always on adds a minute amount of chaos in which more
frequencies occur that can resonate. On release a little noise mimics the point where
stable resonance dissolves but air (pressure) is still flowing. The value of the Noise CV
input jack is added to the knob.

Modulation
Chosen centre frequencies are dependent on your vowel setting. You can modulate a
Formant shift of filtered frequencies around these centres by providing a signal in the
Mod CV input jack. You can shift them down to lower frequencies (negative CV) or up to
higher frequencies (positive CV). The position of the knob multiplies the CV signal by -1
(left) to +1 (right) or 0 (middle).

In 1 & In 2
Patch the audio signal you want voweled in here. Both input jacks are summed before
filtering.

Out 1 & Out 2
After all the vowelizing your filtered audio signal comes out here. Both outputs are the
same.
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Vocoder mode
Interesting result of mixing bundles of harmonics together. A Vocoder creates a new
sound based on a Carrier and a Modulator signal. First we split the Modulator signal into
bands and measure the volumes in each band with an envelope tracker. We split the
Carrier signal into the same bands and use the Modulator-band-volumes to determine
the Carrier-band-volumes. You can set a decay on the envelope tracker of the
Modulator-band-volumes; a longer decay will allow both signals to average together
more.

Menu >> DigiFilter >> Vocoder Settings

Boost: Change your outgoing volume. You can select to (un)boost the output -12dB,
-6dB, 0dB, +6dB or +12dB.

Freq 1 & Freq 2
Between these knobs you have 20 equidistant bands in the audible spectrum to create
your area of interest for the Vocoder. Freq 1 sets the lower bound and Freq 2 sets the
upper bound of your 20-band area. Please have a look on the DigiFilter page in the menu
to see where your bands are at. The value of the Freq 1 and Freq 2 CV input jacks are
added to their respective knobs.

Q1
Decay time of the envelope tracker. By adding decay time you blur the spectrum of the
Modulator signal. With no decay time (left) there is clear and distinct tracking of
frequency contours. With a long decay time (right) contours smush together. The value
of the Q1 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Q2
The Q factor controls the resonant effect of all the bands in this vocoder. With this knob
you can set the Q low (left) for a tiny amount of effect or set the Q high (right) for a very
intense effect. The value of the Q2 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Noise
Noise in the Vocoder works the same way as in the Vocal Filter mode, but it is added to
the Carrier Signal. You can also use this Noise as a Carrier Signal by itself.

Voice
To use this vocoder with your voice: plug a microphone (with a pre-
amp) into the line-in Input on the back of your Fenix IV and patch
the Signal audio output jack of the Input module to the 2/M audio
input jack on the Digital Filter module. This will make your voice the
Modulator signal.
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Modulation
You can modulate the Vocoder by shifting all the bands of the Carrier signal up or down.
Start modulation by providing a signal in the Mod CV input jack. You can shift the bands
down to lower frequencies (negative CV) or up to higher frequencies (positive CV). With
the Modulation knob you control the influence of Mod CV on the Carrier bands. This knob
is bipolar. When you swing this knob to the left it creates negative modulation (-100%)
while in the center there is no modulation (0%) and to the right it creates positive
modulation (+100%).

C &M
The audio signal you patch into the C jack will be the Carrier signal and what you patch
into the M jack will be the Modulator.

Out 1 & Out 2
The Vocoder ends up in one audio signal that comes out of both outputs.

Dual Filter mode
Bring the sparkle. Our most advanced digital filter uses a Highpass and a Lowpass to
make one Dual Filtering action with multiple resonance peaks. Lowpass has two filters; a
leader and a following filter that have an adjustable Lag between them. When a
resonance peak of a filter matches the harmonics of your signal you hear a tiny boost.
The closely lagging filter will amplify this by boosting again. Creating a sparkle.

Menu >> DigiFilter >> Dual Filter

HP & LP Quantize: Both the Highpass and Lowpass filter can be quantized based on note
map settings. You can select a setting where only the signal coming in on CV is
quantized. Or set it so that both the incoming CV signal + Freq 1 / Freq 2 knobs are
quantized.

Menu >> DigiFilter >> Quantizer note map

With the left/right and enter button you can activate/deactivate the notes you want the
HP & LP Quantize setting to use. Whatever is highlighted is included. You can also move
your entire note selection up or down the note map by using the transpose function
below it.

Freq 1
Here you can set the Highpass filter cutoff. The value of the Freq 1 CV input jack is added
to the position of the knob.

Freq 2
Set the Lowpass filter cutoff of the leading filter. The value of the Freq 2 CV input jack is
added to the value of the knob.

2 Digital Filter
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Q1
Resonance of the Highpass filter. Here you can set the amount of resonance from 0% all
the way left up to 100% all the way right where it will self-oscillate. If you set this knob
just below self-oscillation you can ping it. The value of the CV input jack Q1 is added to
the value of the knob.

Q2
Resonance of the Lowpass filter. Set the amount of resonance from 0% all the way left
up to 100% all the way right - where it will self-oscillate. If you set this knob just below
self-oscillation you can ping it. The value of the CV input jack Q2 is added to the position
of the knob.

Lag
Set the lag that the Lowpass filter has between its leading and following filter. Position all
the way left means no lag, and on the right is a maximum lag of a few seconds. Please
note that the following filter will always align with the leading one eventually and that lag
is applied after quantization. The value of the Lag CV input is added to the position of the
knob.

Modulation
By patching a CV into the Mod input jack you can also make the Lowpass filter cutoff go
up or down. The Modulation knob lets you control the amount of influence the Mod CV
input has on the cutoff. This knob is bipolar. When you swing this knob to the left it
creates negative modulation (-100%) while in the center there is no modulation (0%) and
to the right it creates positive modulation (+100%) of the Mod CV on the Freq 2.

Ins & Outs
Two filter paths. Patch the audio signal you want filtered into an input. In 1 goes to Out 1
and In 2 goes to Out 2. They have their own Dual Filter with identical settings.
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Another classic analog filter with a shapely sound. A round sound that will be friends with
you. An SVF is made by having math take shape in electronics: analog components are
used as parts of an equation (variables) in which their value (state) changes. Running a
signal through the circuit is like computing the equation and this process acts as a filter.
This SVF is a bit odd as it gives you mode inputs instead of mode outputs. We have
Highpass, Lowpass and Bandpass filtering to play with. You can combine mode inputs
and crossfade between them.

Cutoff
The centre frequency of the filter. Here you can set the Cutoff to filter frequencies
above (highpass), below (lowpass) or around (bandpass). You set the Cutoff for all modes
simultaneously. Any CV in the Cutoff input jack is added to the value of the knob and
tracks roughly 1V/Oct.

Resonance
Here you can play with the Resonance of the filter. You can set the amount of the output
going back into the input from 0% feedback (left) to 100% feedback (right).

Modulation
By patching a CV into the Mod input jack you can also make the Cutoff go up or down.
The Modulation knob lets you control the amount of influence the Mod CV input has on
the cutoff. This knob is bipolar. When you swing this knob to the left it creates negative
modulation (-100%) while in the center there is no modulation (0%) and to the right it
creates positive modulation (+100%) of the Mod CV on the Cutoff.

LP in & HP in & BP in
You choose what filtering happens over your audio signal by choosing where to patch it
in. Each input is plugged into a different part of the filter equation. The LowPass input
jack feeds your audio signal into a LowPass filter, the HighPass input jack feeds your
audio signal into a HighPass filter and - you guessed it - the BandPass input jack feeds
your audio signal into a BandPass filter. When you use the LowPass input and the
HighPass input at the same time, you can use the Cutoff knob to crossfade between the
inputs.

Out
Pick up your result of the entire SVF filtering equation here. All three inputs are
processed into this one audio signal output.
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4 Low Pass Gate (LPG)
Analog aggressive filtering. A useful building brick with a pleasing whoomp sound. A
classic LPG was made with vactrols. Vactrols took a moment to allow full flow of
electricity, creating a physical decay phase with every gate opening. Whoomp, there it is.
This is a deconstructed LPG based on the schematics in Fenix II. We have mimicked the
behaviour of vactrols with other components. It is like a small State Variable Filter
without resonance. It includes a decay envelope to simulate vactrol gate behaviour and
has a knob to control decay as well as a knob to control the cutoff.

Cutoff
This knob sets the point from which the gate will be open. With the knob all the way to
the left, the gate is closed by default. You can open the gate by turning to the right until
the knob is fully extended and there is no more filtering. The Cutoff CV input jack value is
added to the knob.

Decay
With this knob extended to the left there is practically no decay and all the way right you
get very looooong decay.

Gate
This Gate input jack is where you patch in a gate that controls the filtering. Open or shut
the gate here.

Trigger
Gates patched into this Trigger input jack will be used as triggers by the LPG. This means
your gates will start decaying directly after onset.

In 1 & In 2
Audio input jacks where you can patch in the signal you want to have filtered. In 1 and In
2 are added together before filtering.

Out
The pleasing result of all that hard filtering. Pick up your filtered audio signal here.
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5 Pink Filter

6 Blue Filter

In the Pink spectrum there is equal energy per octave. This distribution of frequencies
exists in nature and is what we hear around us every day. Using this analog Pink Filter
provides a light touch; gently taking a bit of the top frequencies (-3dB/Oct). Your Fenix IV
uses this module to filter white noise into pink noise. The input of the Pink Filter is
defaulted to the Whitenoise output of the Noise module. We opened it up so you can
give other audio signals the Pink Filter treatment too.

In
Patch in any audio signal that you would like to be mildly filtered. When there is no patch
cable in the In audio input jack, this filter defaults to the heWhitenoise output of the
Noise module as input.

Pink
Get your mildly filtered output signal here.

Brown
Double-mild. Your signal goes through two pink filters in sequence and comes out here.

The Blue spectrum is a rising line of 3dB/Oct. Our Blue Filter takes a bit away from the
bottom frequencies, making everything sound a little more crisp. Your Fenix uses this
module to filter white noise into blue noise. The input of the Blue Filter is defaulted to the
Whitenoise output of the Noise module. We opened it up so you can give other audio
signals the Blue Filter treatment too.

In
Patch in any audio signal that you would like to be mildly filtered. When there is no patch
cable in the In audio input jack, this filter defaults to the heWhitenoise output of the
Noise module as input.

Blue
Get your mildly filtered output signal here.

Purple
Double-mild. Your signal goes through two blue filters in sequence and comes out here.
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1 Phaser

2Wave Multiplier

3 Dual Delay

4Wavefolder

5 Ring Modulator
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Effects
Weird and wonderful. Here you can find all the special audio operations that add
complexity and make audio sound more intricate. Often effects are either too integrated
or need more parts to modulate than would fit in our Fenix IV. We have tried to strike a
balance between integration and being open to modulation. We have collected five
totally unrelated effects in our search for maximum sonic variety. Adding some odd to
the end of your chain. One massively important concept in synthesis is time, and here
we give you ways to play with time. You can also alter psychoacoustics by changing the
experience of space in your sound. Spacetime wibbly wobblies. These modules hold
some of the most complex spectrums in your Fenix. There is a lot of analog Fenix
pedigree in these effects with some updates and tweaks. The Dual Delay is new to the
playground. The wave multiplier comes straight out of the Fenix II and lets you explore
the oddness of wave sequencing. The wavefolder lets you add more related harmonics
via constructive synthesis - as opposed to all the subtractive synthesis via filtering.
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Welcome to the psycho-acoustics of spatial presence. With this Phaser you can take a
simple sound and add interesting bits of complexity that just sound really good. A signal
in the Phaser goes through 12 stages, each stage phase shifts the harmonics and
passes it on. We combine the fully phase shifted signal with the original and through this
overlay some frequencies cancel each other out while others amplify each other. This
creates ‘notches’ in the spectrum; a spectral twist that creates a spatial sound. You can
feed phase shifted output back into the Phaser to exaggerate the effect. Use an
inverted version of the phase shifted signal to create counter notches.

The LED illuminates when your input signal is too loud to remain clean. This overdrive
creates distortion that adds harmonics.

Phasing
Here you determine what slice of the spectrum you are looking to phase shift. With this
knob you set the centre frequency of the area in the spectrum that is phase shifted. You
can sweep from a centre in the low frequencies (left) to the high frequencies (right). The
value of the Phasing CV input jack is added to the knob.

Feedback
Here you can provide a signal and control howmuch this signal is fed back into the
Phaser. You can patch any audio signal into the Feedback jack and it will be mixed in
before all the phase shifting stages happen. This jack is defaulted to the 9th stage of the
phase shifting process (Berts favourite). We also recommend you try patching the Out8
into the Feedback input, or the Mix- or Mix+ output. The Feedback knob controls the
amount of signal from 0% (left) up to 100% (right) being fed back into the Phaser.

Mix- & Mix+
Mix- is the original signal mixed with an inverted phase shifted signal and Mix+ is the
original mixed with the regular phase shifted signal. Mapped under the Mix- and Mix+
knobs, the original signal is all the way left and the phase shifted signal is all the way to
the right. Turn to mix between them and leave in centre position for maximum phasing
effect. Phase shifted and mixed signals go to the Mix- and Mix+ outputs.

Input
Here you patch in the audio signal to start with.

Out8 & Out9
These are the audio outputs of stage 8 and stage 9 in the phase shifting process.
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A historic wave multiplier from the Fenix II. A building block of weird options. This Wave
Multiplier takes two waveforms and gives you four times the control. Two inputs that are
each connected to two attenuverter knobs give you four blocks to build a new
compound waveform or some other repeating pattern. Draw your own waveform, build a
little melody or make a switch between two sources. Possibly adding a delay. This
module runs through the A - B - C - D - delay one step per clock.

A& B & C & D
The four steps that rule this module. The A and C knob both use the signal coming into
the A & C audio input. The B and D knob both use the signal coming into the B & D audio
input. All four knobs influence the signal run from -100% (left) to +100% (right) and 0% in
the middle. When you do not patch anything in the input jacks, all the knobs default to
-5V (left) to +5V (right) and 0 in the middle. But when you patch a signal into the A & C
input, and nothing into the B & D input, the A & C input is used for the B & D knobs and
output as well. When you patch a signal into the B & D input, but nothing into the A & C
input, this signal is ONLY used for B and D knobs and the A and C knobs default to -5V to
+5V. Easy, right? It all goes to the audio Out in A - B - C - D sequence.

Delay
Give it some time. With the Track switch and the Delay knob you can set the length of a
fifth step in the sequence. Holding everything up before it starts again. The value of the
Rate CV input jack is added to the knob. What the Delay knob does depends on the
setting of the Track switch:

Free. From no time at all (left) up to maybe a hundred milliseconds delay (right).

Off. There is no delay. Knob does nothing.

Clock. From zero (left) up to 16 clocks (right) delay.

Sync
This gate output jack triggers a pulse every full sequence of steps. You might use this to
sync other things.

Clock
Patch a clock into this input to conduct the timing of the steps. The input is expecting
gates and does best with really fast ones. We recommend trying to patch in pulse or
sawtooth waves from an oscillator. You can use the Clock switch to subdivide. Set the
switch to /4 to divide the incoming timing by 4, to /2 to divide by 2 and on /1 there will be
no division. The LED above the Delay knob blinks on every clock it receives.
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A lot of ways to play with time by playing with delay lines. This module holds an eclectic
mix of algorithms that we’ve selected from a long time of experimenting in DSP. There is
a Dual Delay mode, a Reverb mode, a Waveguide and a Chorus mode. All modes work as
you might expect while remaining open to modulation by the rest of your Fenix IV. In the
tuning of the Reverb some black magic math happens to make it sound huge. You can
build drums, flutes and strings with the Waveguide. Freeze time all the way into self-
oscillation or snip time so short that you can hear it sing.

Menu >> DualDelay
On top of the page you will see a description of six knobs and their current values. Under
Input Settings you can select an Input mode. The mono mix setting means both inputs
are mixed together before effects happen. In the stereo mix the signals remain separate
(unless you crossfade the feedback).

Ins & Outs
These audio input jacks are where you stick the signal that you want to do things to.
Depending on your menu settings the signals remain separate or they are mixed. Either
way the audio comes out here.

Gates & Outs
These jacks make up two gate delays. You can patch a gate signal into the input and it
will come out of the output a bit later. The length of delay is based on the duration of the
main effect in your chosen mode. Nothing else is added. The leds on the outputs blink
every time they send out a gate.

Modes
Use the LED button to toggle between the modes; the selected mode will be illuminated.

Dual Delay mode
Two separate audio delay lines that can feedback on themselves or to each other. The
feedback has a tone filter.

Menu >> DualDelay >> Dual Delay Settings

Time Source: When you select dual delay you can set the delay length freely with the
Length 1 and 2 knobs. You can also select one of the four available clock sources if you
want the delay length to be based on musical timing like quarter notes or triplets. When
you select ‘internal’ the delay length is determined by the clock in the scope. You can
also select the clock timing coming in over USB or DIN midi or the clock in the sequencer.

Mix: Under Mix you can set the mix between dry/wet signals going to the outputs. You
can toggle between dry only up to wet only with a lot of small steps in between.
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Length 1
Set the length of delay line 1 with this knob. You control it like you are controlling speed;
on the left the speed is very slow and the length is long, while on the right the speed is
fast and the length is short. This follows the same logic of all the oscillators and filters in
the Fenix IV that turning to the right means pitching up. Higher pitch means shorter
length. The value of the Length 1 CV input jack is added to this knob. Tracking is 1V/Oct.

Length 2
Set the length of delay line 2 with this knob. Knob follows the same higher-speed/pitch-
means-shorter-length logic as the Length 1 knob. The value of the Length 2 CV input
jack is added to the knob. Tracking is 1V/Oct.

Parameter 1
Feedback crossover. Here you can set howmuch you want the delay lines to feedback
onto themselves or have crossover feedback onto each other. Both keep their feedback
to themselves on the left or fully crossover on the right. Be careful with the exact centre
position as this might create a lot of feedback on feedback on feedback. The value of the
Param 1 CV input jack is added to the knob.

We suggest you try using this feedback crossover for stereo ping-pong delay. Set the
Parameter 1 knob anywhere not completely left and connect Out 1 and Out 2 audio jacks
to the left and right speaker.

Parameter 2
This is the Tone setting of the feedback for both delay lines. You can turn from warmer,
more muffled and low-passed feedback (left) up to colder, brighter and high-passed
feedback (right). The value of the Param 2 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Feedback
The amount of feedback on both delay lines is controlled by this one knob. You can turn
it to the left for no feedback, or to the right for a dangerous amount of feedback.
Loudness warning! The value of the Feedback CV input jack is added to the knob.

Freeze
By pushing this button you ‘freeze’ the delay lines. Whatever the signal was at that
moment will keep repeating; no upping or dropping the sound. This will continue until you
let the button go. The Freeze gate input will act as if you are pressing the button for the
duration of the gate you have patched in.

3 Dual Delay
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Reverb mode
By adding time we make space. This Feedback Delay Network builds a room around your
sound. By playing with Pre-delay, Early Reflections and the Tail of a sound you can really
shape this reverb in the settings on the DualDelay page. This reverb has a chunky
shimmer and a phat detune.

Menu >> DualDelay >> Reverb Settings

Predelay: Here you can add the smallest bit of delay before the reverb starts. You can
set the Predelay from 0 up to 256 milliseconds. Giving the reverb some time to start
adds experienced realism.

ER Pattern: You can select the Early Reflections pattern: room, fibonacci, plate, space,
drum, guitar, church, studio, synth, tape slap, ambience or chamber. Select ‘off’ if you
want no early reflections.

Geometry: Imagine the reverb is happening in a tank. You can select the Geometry of this
tank: Room, cube, block, big room, hall A, hall B, brick, low roof, cellar and resonant.

Reverb Size: Continue imagining the reverb is happening in a tank. Here you can select
the Size of this tank from 0 up to 128. Smaller tanks sound ringing and larger ones start
to have individual echos.

Mix: Under Mix you can set the mix between dry/wet signals going to the outputs. You
can toggle between dry only up to wet only with a lot of small steps in between.

Length 1
Damping the reverb. With this knob you can set the amount of damping; starting high
with 100% damping on the left and going lowwith 0% damping on the right. This makes
the reverb length supershort on the left and very long on the right. The value of the
Length 1 CV input jack is added to the knob.
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Length 2
A lowpass filter on the feedback damping the high frequencies. Knob and jack work the
same as Length 1 but only for the high frequencies.

Length 1 and Length 2 are damping factors that both work on the reverb at the same
time.

Parameter 1
There is an LFO built into the reverb that is squeezing and stretching its tail length to
make sure no big resonance peaks pop up. You can set the Parameter 1 knob from no
squeezing (left) to lots of squeezing (right) making the reverb sound like a mini-chorus.
The value of the Parameter 1 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Parameter 2
Here you can set the speed of the LFO that is built into the reverb. Slow (left) means
almost no oscillation and fast (right) means a lot of oscillating. When you have Parameter
1 set to lots of modulation (right) having slow oscillation means the LFO will prevent
resonance peaks forming and having fast oscillation will create a mini-chorus reverb. The
value of the Parameter 2 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Feedback
Your signal can be pitch shifted one octave up before it goes into the reverb tail. This
adds a lot of shimmering high frequencies to your sound. The Feedback knob turns from
no shimmers (left) all the way into only shimmers (right) leaving only the pitch shifted
high frequencies. The value of the Feedback CV input jack is added to the knob.

Freeze
By pushing this button you ‘freeze’ the reverb. Whatever the signal was at that moment
will keep repeating; no upping or dropping the sound. This will continue until you let the
button go. The Freeze gate input will act as if you are pressing the button for the
duration of the gate you patch in.

Waveguide mode
Ceci n’est pas une pipe. We’ve made a physical model in which the delay line is like a pipe
that sound travels through. This model is a waveguide with adjustable harmonics,
resonance, feedback and 1V/Oct tracking. A versatile building block that can sound like
many things. Two independent waveguides are running under the same settings: In 1
goes to Out 1 and In 2 goes to Out 2.

3 Dual Delay
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Menu >> DualDelay >>Waveguide Settings

Quantize pitch: When you turn this on, the pitch of the waveguide will be snapped to the
nearest semitone based on your settings in the Quantizer note map below it.
Feedback: You can also set this to either gentle or aggressive. When you set it to
aggressive the feedback bouncing around the Waveguide will be hard clipped.

Menu >> DualDelay >> Quantizer note map

With the left/right and enter button you can activate/deactivate the notes you want the
Waveguide Quantize pitch setting to use. Whatever is highlighted is included. You can
also move your entire note selection up or down the note map by using the transpose
function below it.

Length 1
With this knob you control the pitch of the fundamental frequency of the waveguide.
Very low pitch (left) up to very high pitch (right). The value of the Length 1 CV input jack is
added to the knob. Tracks as 1V/Oct so you can play melodies.

Length 2
Sets the ratio between the fundamental frequency and the harmonics in the waveguide.
Turn the knob from subharmonic (left) up to the higher frequencies (right). The value of
the Length 2 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Parameter 1
This Parameter 1 acts as a noise burst. You can move the knob between noise off (left),
on attack, always on and noise on release (right). A puff of noise on the attack simulates
the initial moment of instability that is common in physical instruments. Adding a little
noise for the duration of the sound adds a minute amount of chaos in which more
frequencies occur that can possibly resonate. On release a little noise mimics the point
where stable resonance dissolves but air (pressure) is still flowing. The value of the
Parameter 1 CV input jack is added to the knob.
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Parameter 2
The amount of resonance going on in the Waveguide. You can set it to 0% resonance
(left) up to 100% resonance (right). The value of the Parameter 2 CV input jack is added
to the knob. Keep an eye on the combination of this parameter and Feedback: they can
amplify each other and explode. Loudness warning!

Feedback
Feeds the output of the Waveguide back into the input, creating ever more resonance.
Turn the knob to the left for 0% feedback and all the way left for 100% feedback. The
value of the Feedback CV input jack is added to the knob. Keep an eye on the
combination of this feedback and Parameter 2: they can amplify each other and explode.
Loudness warning!

Chorus mode
Phat sound by a little chorus of Fenix at your fingertips. We built 6 taps on 2 delay lines
to give you a big effect to play with. This Chorus has 6 LFOs running: one per tap. Good
way to add stereo width to a mono signal.

Length 1
Here you can set the speed of the LFOs that build the Chorus. All 6 of them. When you
turn this knob to the left, the speed is low and to the right the speed is pretty high. The
value of the Length 1 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Length 2
Tap offset. Here you can control the phase difference between the 6 taps. When in sync
(left) the effect sounds like a simple one tap chorus. When all out of phase (right) the
effect is very dense and diffuse. The value of the Length 2 CV input jack is added to the
knob.

Parameter 1
Here you can set the depth of modulation; the amount of effect the LFO has on the taps.
When modulation is low (left) there is not a lot of movement and when modulation is high
(right) there is much movement and you hear more detuning. The value of the Parameter
1 CV input jack is added to the knob.

Parameter 2
Set the mix of wet/dry sound. We recommend you try to control this mix parameter with
the Parameter 2 CV input jack. Otherwise the knob has dry on the left and wet on the
right and a mix in the middle. The value of the CV input jack is added to the knob.

Feedback
Feedback of the Chorus output back into the input. Opening this feedback up makes the
effect a Flanger. No feedback on the left up to 100% feedback on the right. The value of
the Feedback input jack is added to the knob.

3 Dual Delay
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A completely different set of overtones. Metallic and growly in nature. This Wavefolder
module adds harmonic distortion by folding over the waveform when its amplitude goes
over or below a threshold. One of the fewways that you can add harmonics to a signal.
Has an adjustable bias that you can shift to create asymmetric folding. Schematic copy
of the Fenix II Wavefolder.

Level & Modulation
Ups the amplitude. By setting the Level of the incoming signal you control when the
signal hits the thresholds and folds over. No level (left) up to enough to fold your signal
several times over (right). The value of the CV input jack times the value of the
Modulation knob is added to the Level knob. With the Modulation knob all the way left,
the CV input has no effect on the Level. And all the way right 100% of the CV input is
added to the Level.

Bias
CV input that sets an extremely nonlinear effect bias. The bias gives an asymmetric
twist to the folding process. Both a positive and a negative voltage adjust the bias and
increase asymmetry.

In & Out
This is where you patch in your unfolded audio signal and pick up your folded audio.
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5 Ring Modulator

A classic sound effect that multiplies two waves. Doing this makes inharmonic
frequencies pop up and builds sidebands that add an AM radio vibe to your sound. This is
the sound of spectral mirroring playing with inharmonic frequencies. Our Ring Modulator
builds the waves up by multiplying A input times (B1 input + ½ B2 input) and sending this
to the Output.
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1 Screen & MIDI interface & Clock
2 Sequencer
3 Slew Limiter
4 Mixer 1 & Mixer 2 & Mixer 3
5 CVAdders
6 Comparator
7 Offset Knob
8 Octave Selector Switch
9 Rectifier
10 Multiples
11 VCA 1 - 5
12 Case Microphone
13 Out A & Out B (Master Mixer)
14 Button
15 Or
16 Switch
17 S&H Sample & Hold
18 Headphone Output



This category holds a long list of things you need to switch, hold and mix your signal.
This is the rug that ties your sound together. These are all the in-betweens. They are
providing ways to play with your patch and to connect your patch to the world outside
your Fenix IV. Most of the grey modules are bland by necessity and don't do anything to
your spectrum. Some are almost pure electronic functions.

Conceptually there is a lot here from the Fenix II. We have given things an upgrade, a
more unified approach and some extras. Some of these building blocks are so common
that we added more than one of each. More mixers anyone? You can never have enough
VCAs so we have added seven. We hope this might be enough to be getting on with.

The screen and the sequencer provide some interesting options that we hope you will
dive into.

Trivial and essential.
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1 Screen
Lots of things are happening on this small screen. This Screen module holds the Menu
where all the digital options live. You can use this to reconfigure modules. See the
module chapters for all the menu information. Here is where you interface with MIDI and
organise Clocking. It also has a Scope (oscilloscope) to visualise your signals and proudly
shows our Fenix IV logo or a screensaver.

Menu Navigation
From the logo screen you can press either the left or right button to enter the menu.
Inside the menu you can use left/right buttons to scroll through the pages. Once you are
on the page you want, you can use the up/down buttons to select an item on that page..
If you have selected an item you can use the left and right buttons again to select
options (if there are any). You can also use the enter button to toggle options, and to
open and close sub-pages. You change the state of the options by selecting them, no
saving necessary. Buttons that are actionable light up. Selected pages, items and
options are highlighted throughout.

Scope
From the Greek oscilloscopos; a looking glass to observe the moving lines. In this mode
the Screen module shows you a visualisation of the signals running through your Fenix
IV. You can choose to see your signals as a waveform, XY plot or a spectogram. From the
Fenix logo screen you activate the Scope by pressing the Right button and plug the
signal you want to see in one of the Scope In jacks.

Menu >> Scope
When you get to the Scope page it will show you a visual depending on your last
selected setting and signal running into relevant jacks. From here you can press Down to
enter the Settings where you can select your preferred visualisation.
Mode: Select a mode of visualisation. Waveform audio, waveform CV, waveform
audio&CV, spectrogram or XY plot.

Menu >> Scope >>WaveformAudio Settings

Sync: The waveform is synced on upwards zero-crossing to stabilize the visual. You can
choose which zero-crossing to sync to. Either Scope In audio in 1 OR audio 2 to sync
both waveforms to one audio input or select Scope In audio 1 AND audio 2 to have each
waveform maintain its own sync.

Menu >> Scope >> Spectrogram Settings

Fast spectrogram: Select yes to make the screen scroll faster through the spectrogram.

Scope Ins & Outs
All three waveform options show you the amplitude of the signal in these In audio and/or
In CV jacks. The XY plot gives you beautiful shapes based on the amplitude of the signal
in Scope In 1 audio jack (X) and the amplitude of Scope In 2 audio jack (Y). The
Spectrogram shows you all the frequencies of the signal in the Scope In 1 audio jack. The
Scope Out audio jacks pass on the signal from Scope In 1 & 2 respectively. So you can
route your signal through while having a look at it.
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MIDI
This is where your MiDI interface lives. All the ways to have your Fenix IV talk to a
computer or other electronic instrument. There are MIDI DIN-5 and MIDI USB input
connectors on the back and a lot of output jacks next to the screen where the signal
comes out converted to talk to the rest of your Fenix. There are a lot of settings in the
menu so you can choose how to deal with your incoming MIDI signal.

MIDI CV& Gate 1-4
These are your CV & Gate outputs for each MIDI-to-CV channel. While Gates are always
binary information (on/off) CVs can have a range of information. What the CV outputs do
is based on your settings in the MIDI page in the menu. Your Fenix IV defaults to Note &
Gate mode.

Menu >> MIDI
This page gives you an overview of the 4 MIDI-to-CV channels and their settings. The
number of each channel on the screen matches the number of the CV & Gate jack
output pair on the front. The name of the current MIDI-to-CVmode is shown, followed by
a Settings icon that you can click on to open more options. Next is shown if the channel
is using the DIN or USB source and which MIDI channel the MIDI-to-CV channel is
listening to. Underneath is a summary of relevant information for that MIDI-to-CV
channel.

MIDI-to-CVmode
There are four MIDI-to-CV channels with five modes available to you: Arpeggio, Velocity,
CV & Gate, Control and Poly Extender. Select a mode on the MIDI page overview and
press enter to change modes for that MIDI-to-CV channel. After selecting a mode you
return to the MIDI page overviewwhere you can select the Settings icon. When you
press Enter on the Settings icon you will go to a page indicating the MIDI-to-CV channel
number and mode you are changing settings for. There are very different Settings for
every mode.

Arpeggio mode
This mode converts your played notes into small melodies. The changed note goes to
the CV output in 1V/Oct style (with C2 as 0V basenote). The Gate output is high as long
as there is a note. This mode looks to the source you have selected for that channel for
note information and changes it based on your settings.

Menu >> MIDI >> Settings: Arpeggio

Order: Here you can select in what order you want the Arpeggiator to play the notes it
receives. Perhaps playing your notes up first and then down again (updown) OR down
first and then up again (downup). Or playing the highest note first, playing all available
notes down, the lowest note twice, playing the notes back up and the highest note twice
(bounce down) OR playing the lowest note first, playing all available notes up, then the
highest note twice, all notes back down and the lowest note twice (bounce up). You can
also set it to play in whatever order the notes come in (as played) OR in the opposite
order in which the notes come in (reversed). Even taking all the notes you played and
playing them in no particular order (random).
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Octaves: Set the spread of octaves here. The Arpeggio mode can repeat your notes from
four octaves down up to four octaves up relative to your played notes. Repeating your
notes once per octave.

OctMode: When transposing the repetition of your played notes according to your
Octaves setting, you can choose to transpose this pattern as a whole (pattern) OR to
transpose the repetition of every note individually (note).

Transpose: Here you can select to transpose all your notes by +/- 24 semitones. Giving
you a range of two octaves up and down.

Velocity: Force of keystroke. Here you can set which velocity within the pattern of
played notes you want the Fenix to look at. This information is important when you set
up another channel as a Velocity channel as it might be looking here for information. You
can select to look at the highest velocity used in your notes (use max), or to look at the
velocity of your last note (use last) or to look at the velocity of every original note
(individual) for the information going to a future velocity channel.

Rhythm: The rhythm in which your pattern of notes gets played. Every clock tick is one
step in the rhythm. The first step of the rhythm starts when you play the first MIDI note.
You can change the amount of steps up to 16 steps, and you can select every step to be
on or off. You can use left/right rotation to rotate the stepping pattern through the
rhythm (especially nice when you have multiple rhythms going over multiple channels).

Clock: Here you can select source and treatment of the clocking information the
Arpeggio is based on. You can set it to use the internal clock - which is determined on
the Clock menu page- or to use the USB/DIN MIDI clocking information or to use the
clocking going on in the Sequencer module. Below this setting you can select a 1 up to
32 Divider of your clocking.
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MIDI
Details: Nitpickers unite. Two more details to control in your Arpeggio mode. First you
can set Align on or off. With Align off you can interrupt the clock timing by resetting the
point of clock division at the moment you play a MIDI note. Align on means your playing
of MIDI notes is aligned to the clock. You can also set Stop notes on or off. With Stop
notes on, all notes in the Arpeggio end immediately when you stop playing. With Stop
notes off, all the notes in the Arpeggio will play to their musical conclusion.

Velocity mode
Force of keystroke. Whatever channel you set to Velocity will provide velocity
information on the Gate & CV output of that channel. Lots of force translates to 5V and
gentle strokes make 0V on the CV output. The Gate gives out a retrigger everytime you
play a note.

Menu >> MIDI >> Settings: Velocity

Source: Here you can indicate what Source you want to use for your velocity
information: closest note up or last note played. With closest note up this mode looks for
velocity information in the closest note-playing channel before it. Except for channel 1; if
you set this to Velocity MIDI mode then it will use the last velocity information available
in the source you have selected for that channel. When you select the last note played,
this mode will always look for velocity information in the last note played in its Source
and MIDI channel.

Note & Gate mode
In this mode the information about the note you are playing goes to the CV output in
1V/Oct style (with C2 as 0V basenote). The Gate output is high as long as you are
holding down the note. This mode looks to the source you have selected for that MIDI-
to-CV channel for the note information. Note & Gate mode can work with the Poly-
extender mode to let you address multiple voices and behave like a 4 voice polysynth.

Menu >> MIDI >> Settings: Note & Gate

Pitch Bend Range: Here you can select what the note range is that you want the full
motion of your MIDI pitch bend wheel to have. You can set this range between -24 notes
and +24 notes . Setting it to 0 means the pitch bend will have no effect. Default setting
is +12 notes.

Menu >> MIDI >> Settings: Note & Gate >> Voice assignment.

Note priority: Should one MIDI-to-CV channel receive multiple notes, you can set which
note gets priority and gets passed on to the CV&Gate outputs. You can prioritize the
highest note played, the lowest note played, the first note played or the last note played.
Default setting is the last note played.
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Voicing mode: You can set the assigning of multiple notes from one MIDI channel to
multiple voices either as paraphonic or polyphonic. This mode needs other MIDI-to-CV
channels to be Poly Extenders in order to work. When you have more than one note
coming through a MIDI channel your MIDI module sends a second, third and fourth note
to the second, third and fourth Poly Extended MIDI-to-CV channel to be sent to a voice
(in order of Note priority). When you let go of one of the notes - your Fenix can respond
by dropping the highest MIDI-to-CV channel in use and shifting the note information
down the channels in descending order (paraphonic) OR by dropping the note
information in whichever MIDI-to-CV channel it was in and keeping the other note
information where it is (polyphonic). Our default setting is polyphonic.

Gate retrigger: If you set Gate retrigger on then any note that is new to that MIDI-to-CV
channel gets a retrigger on the Gate output.

Keyboard zone: By setting the upper and lower bound you can set the zone of the
keyboard that this Note&Gate MIDI-to-CV channel responds to. Default is the biggest
zone possible with lower bound 0 and upper bound 127.

Control mode
In this MIDI-to-CVmode you can allocate a MIDI Control Change to go to the CV output
and the Gate output of that channel.

Menu >> MIDI >> Settings: Control

CV output: Here you can select a Control Change for the CV output. Incoming values
from that CC between 0 to 127 will be converted into 0V to 5V.

Gate output: Here you can select a Control Change for the Gate output. Any incoming
value from that CC below 64 creates a low gate while anything above 63 creates a high
gate.

Poly Extender mode
You can select the Poly Extender mode to extend the possibilities of a MIDI-to-CV
channel in Note & Gate mode. When you have more than one note coming through a
MIDI channel, your MIDI module sends a second, third and fourth note to the second,
third and fourth Poly Extended MIDI-to-CV channel to be sent to a voice (in order of Note
priority). Poly Extender mode looks for the first Note & Gate mode above it.
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Clocking
You can use this Clocking module to sync your system to. Or sync to an external clock.
Or provide clocks for other systems to sync to. The Clocking module has 3 Clock gate
outputs with an LED indicator and a Reset gate output.

Menu >> Clocking
Internal. Here you can see the internal clock speed. You can select the Internal clock
speed with the down button and set it higher or lower with the left/right buttons. You can
also start/stop the clock with the enter button. When you select tap you can tap a beat
using the enter button. Fenix will calculate and set the Internal clock to the tempo you
are tapping.

Menu >> Clocking >> 1-3 Clocking gate outputs.

For each output you can set a ratio and a source. You can also see an estimated BPM for
each clock. Under each output a light runs at the pace that clock has. The light reaching
the end of the screen corresponds with the LED on that output.

Menu >> Clocking >> 1-3 Settings.

When you select the number of the Clocking gate output you go to the Settings page
where you can configure each output.

Pulse length: Set the length of the clock pulse between 1-254.

Invert: Invert the output gate of this clock. This means the clock gate will be low during a
pulse, and high at all other times.

Rhythm: Give the clock a rhythm by disabling steps; every step represents a clock tick.
Use the left and right buttons to select steps in the sequencer bar and enter to enable/
disable a step. Below the rhythm steps you can rotate the rhythm using the left and
right buttons. You can set the length of the rhythm between 1-16 steps.

Menu >> Clocking >> Ratio

Here you can set the Multiplier and the Divider of the ratio (1-96). Or you can set the
Clocking ratio to 24 ppqn or 48 ppqn.

Menu >> Clocking >> Source

Select what you want to want to use as a clocking source. Internal is the one in this
Clocking system, Sequencer is the speed of the sequencer and DIN or USB MIDI look at
the timing information on the MIDI input.

Menu >> Clocking >> BPM

Here you can see the current estimated bpm of the clocking source you selected.
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Menu >> Clocking >> Reset

Here you can select a Mode, a Timing, or an Invert of the signal to the Reset output jack.

Mode: On loop trigger mode the Reset output will give a pulse at the start/end of every
loop. You can also select a play trigger, which gives a trigger on the Reset output jack
every time you start your clock. Or you can select the play gate, which sends a gate to
the Reset output jack when you start and keeps the gate open until you stop your clock.

Timing: With the Timing you can set a pulse to go to the Reset either on the first clock or
just before the first clock.

Invert: Here you can make everything do the exact opposite. With Invert on you get gaps
instead of pulses (in a very long gate).

Screensaver
Press the enter button while on your Fenix logo screen to activate the screensaver.
Otherwise, when nothing happens with the screen for 300 seconds (default setting) the
screensaver will turn on by itself. In the menu you can navigate to the System page >>
Screensaver. Here you can change how long you want the Timeout to be before starting
the screensaver (between 10-1200 seconds) and change the Mode of the screensaver.
Some screensavers may respond to Scope inputs.
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2 Sequencer
The Fenix II has an interesting 8 step sequencer with chainable steps and an & gate. It is
a great piece of the overall Fenix II puzzle that leads you to make less obvious choices in
creating sound. We took the idea of this sequencer, rebuilt it from the ground up and
added a few layers of our own. Maximum sonic variability.

The essence still is an 8 step sequencer with gate in-/outputs for each step and now it
also has blinking on/off buttons, level knobs with double indicators and CV inputs. Of
course there is a start/stop button, a speed knob and gate length, resets and clock
inputs. The & gate is back and now everything can be quantized. There are many things
you can change to your liking in the menu.

Sequencer start/stop
With this button you can start or stop the sequence manually. The button is illuminated
when a sequence is running. You can change the behaviour of this button in the
Sequencer menu.

Speed
Here you can set the speed of the sequence from really slow to too fast. If you are using
the Clock gate input this knob becomes a subdivider ranging from 1 on the left to 16 on
the right. If you are using the Clock CV input this value is added to the knob.

Double & Long & Loop
Here you can manually double steps or make them longer and set a loop within the
sequence.

Double: While holding down the Double button and pressing one of the step buttons you
double that step in the sequence. The first LED next to the level knob will turn on to
indicate that the step is doubled. You can set doubling of the steps to half-length or
normal length in the menu.

Long: If you hold down the Long button and press one of the step buttons, you make
that step in the sequence longer. The second LED next to the level knob will turn on to
indicate that the step is longer. For every long step in the sequencer the Glide output
sends out a gate.

Loop: By holding down both the Double and Long button and pressing one of the step
buttons you shorten the sequence into a loop up-to-and-including that corresponding
step. Both LEDs next to the level knob will turn on to indicate that step as the end of the
loop.

Sequencer Steps 1 - 8
Here are the 8 steps in the sequence. Each step has an LED button, a knob, a CV input,
two gate in-/outputs and an LED indicator.

LED button: You can press here to de/activate that step. When the step is active the
button will illuminate. The sequencer blinks through all the steps - including the
deactivated steps - to show you where it is at.
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Knob: When you’ve patched a CV in one of the Sequencer Steps CV inputs, the
corresponding knob multiplies the CV going through to the Sequence output from 0 (left)
to 1 (right). If a step has nothing in the CV input, you can use the knob to set the voltage
going to the Sequence output from 0V (left) to +5V (right).

Jacks: All Sequencer Steps 1-8 have one CV input jack and two gate input/output jacks
as well as an LED indicator showing you when the jacks are sending out a gate. The gate
jacks are inputs as well as outputs so you can chain the steps within the sequencer. For
example; if you want something to respond to step 1, 4 and 6 you can patch a cable
between steps 1 and 4 as well as between 4 and 6. You can now pick up the gates from
step 1,4 and 6 by using the input/output jack left at step 1 or step 6. At the same time
you can connect steps 2, 7 and 8 and pick up those gates at step 2 and 8.

Please note: These gate input/output jacks have low drive strength. Sometimes their
gates might not have enough oomph to trigger a module properly. You can buffer this by
patching it through the & gate.

Gate length
This CV input jack lets you alter the length of the gates of all the steps simultaneously.
You can use a CV to set gate length between 0% and 100% of the time available in each
step.

2 Sequencer
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Clock
With Clock CV input you can have a CV automate the speed of the sequencer. The value
of the Speed knob is added to the Clock CV input. You can use the Clock gate input to
send gates that will be used as the clocking for the sequence. When using this input the
Speed knob becomes a subdivider, ranging from 1 on the left to 16 on the right. The
Clock gate output gives you triggers at the speed of clocking: one trigger for every step.

Reset
You can use the input to send gates that will reset the sequence. The output gives you a
trigger when the sequence loops.

Single run
This input only works if the sequencer is in Single Run Mode. You can set this in the
Sequencer menu. When enabled you can use this input to receive gates that will make
the sequencer run one time.

Glide
This output only gives you gates for every Long step in the sequence. You can make
steps long with the Long button.

&
With these input and output gate jacks you can perform logical AND operations. The first
input jack is defaulted to the value of steps 1-8. If you use this jack as an input you are
REPLACING these defaulted values with whatever you patch in. The second input jack
defaults to 1 (logic HIGH) so when nothing is patched in, the values of the first input flow
into the & gate output. Whatever you patch into the second input jack is AND to the first
input jack into the & gate output. The & output has an LED to indicate when it is sending
gates.
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In & Sequence & Quantize
The first In CV jack is ready to receive a voltage that will be quantized as distinct
semitones to the output Quantize jack next to it. The Sequence output gives you all the
CV values in the sequence. When you patch something into the In jack, this CV is added
to the Sequence output. The second Quantized output jack gives you the output of
Sequence as distinct semitones.

Menu >> Sequencer
On the Sequencer page in the menu you can see the Speed (with a lock) and set the
Gate and Pulse Length. You can also determine what Run Mode and Play Order you want
and if you want a Double Step. There is a Quantizer note map that you can set for two
outputs and some details you can change on the Reset output.

Speed: On top of the page you can see the Speed of your sequencer in BPM. The slider
underneath indicates the value of the Speed knob and the range of modulation around it.
You cannot change the speed in the menu. To do this you can use the Speed knob or
Clock input jacks. What you can do here is place a lock on the Speed knob. This lock
turns the knob into a divider chained to the BPM of the speed the sequencer has when
you place the lock. Allowing you to change the speed but remain in sync.

Gate length: This lets you alter the length of the gates of all the steps simultaneously
with the left/right buttons. The slider belowwill indicate what % of time per step is now a
gate length for all steps. The value in the Gate length CV input is added to the value you
set here.

Run mode: This changes what the Sequencer start/stop button does. If you set it to play
mode the sequencer starts running the sequence at first press and stops the sequence
at a second press. When you press it again it will start running from the first step of the
sequence. It does not remember it’s place. The single run mode means that when you
press the button, the sequence runs once and stops. In this mode you can also use the
Single run input jack to do this for you. If you set the Run mode to momentary, the
sequence will run as long as you hold the button down. When you press it again, it will
start running from the first step of the sequence. When you set Run mode to step, the
sequencer will run one step of the sequence each time you press the button.

2 Sequencer
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Play Order: Here you set the order of the steps within the sequence as forward,
reversed, bounce, pingpong, shuffled, all random, random-to-end, random-to-start, start-
to-random, end-to-random. The forward play order is pretty straight-forward. It plays
step 1 to 8 (or whatever you set as loop length) in order. Reversed play order goes
through the steps in reverse; from 8 to 1. Bounce plays the steps in the sequence up
and down - forward and reverse - while doubling the last and the first step. Pingpong
also goes up and down the sequence but without doubling the last and the first step.
Shuffled play order looks at all the steps in your sequence and shuffles them around
while making sure they are all included. Every new play of the sequence (loop) all the
steps are reshuffled. All random play order means that every step is randomly selected
from your sequence (loop). Should you combine the Random play order with the Single
run setting, your Fenix knows which one of the steps ends the sequence but it might be
a while until this step is randomly selected. The other four random play orders all start
with your Fenix randomly selecting one step in your sequence (loop) and have different
ordering options from there. In the random-to-end play order, the sequencer starts
playing at the random step and moves forward through all the other steps in sequence.
In the random-to-start play order the sequencer starts playing at the random step and
moves through all the other steps in the sequence in reverse. In start-to-random the
play order starts at the start of the sequence and moves forward until it reaches the
randomly selected step. While in end-to-random the sequencer starts playing at the end
of the sequence and moves up the sequence in reverse until it reaches the randomly
selected step. The chance is high that these settings will shorten your loop as the
randomly selected step now determines the length.

Double Step: Here you can set if you want half ticks or full ticks to happen when you
double a step. Half ticks means the doubling is done by having two shorter ticks in the
timing of one regular tick. Full ticks means the ticks remain regular so doubling the step
will take up twice the time - effectively making an extra step.

Menu >> Sequencer >> Quantizer note map

With the left/right and enter button you can activate/deactivate the notes you want the
two Quantize outputs to use. Whatever is highlighted is included. You can also move your
entire note selection up or down the note map by using the transpose function below it.

Menu >> Sequencer >> Reset

Here you can give the Reset gate input and output a few settings.

Timing: With Timing you can set your sequencer to expect/give a pulse on the Reset
input/output before the 1st clock or on the 1st clock.
Pulse: With Pulse you can choose to send a pulse on the Reset output only when the
sequence starts (on start) or every time a new loop starts (every loop).
Length: All your pulses on the Reset output can be as short as we can make it (around
1μs = a microsecond) or you can set it to 1 millisecond or even 10 milliseconds.
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This Slew Limiter slows down your voltage transitions by making them less abrupt. By
slewing you can create portamento which is an essential part of funky basslines and
theremin-like sounds. You can also apply this Slew Limiter to any audio signal and create
an oddball lowpass filter.

Rise
With this knob you set the time allowed for a CV to reach its new peak. If you set the
knob to less time it rises sharper (left) and with more time it rises slower (right). The value
of the Rise CV jack is added to the knob.

Fall
With this knob you set the time allowed for a CV to reach its new low. If you set the knob
to less time it falls sharper (left) and with more time it falls slower (right). The value of the
Fall CV jack is added to the knob.

The LED in between the Rise and Fall knobs blinks so you can see when your signal is
being slewed.

In
Here you can patch in the audio signal that you want slew limited.

Enable
Send a gate to this jack to enable the Slew Limiter. As long as the gate is high the Slew
Limiter works. This jack defaults to a high gate; with nothing patched in, Slew Limiting is
enabled. We recommend you try connecting the Glide output from the Sequencer to the
Enable jack. On every long step the sequencer will send a gate for the Slew Limiter to
respond to.
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3 Slew Limiter
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4 Mixer 1 & Mixer 2 & Mixer 3
Three exactly the same independent mixers in a row. You can never have enough mixers
yet we hope that these three will provide you with enough tools to do everything you
want in your Fenix IV. Each mixer is a 3-to-1 unit; mixing 3 audio signals into 1 output + a
DC output.

A& B
Turning the A and B knobs you can control howmuch of the signal from jack A or B goes
into the mixer. These knobs go from 0% on the left to a boosted 200% on the right.
Follow the lines connecting the knobs to their corresponding input jacks.

C
C is the attenuverter knob. Here too you control howmuch of the signal from jack C
goes into the mixer, but this time the range is -100% on the left, 0% in the middle and
+100% on the right. Follow the line connecting the knob to its corresponding input jack.

Out
Here the mixed output of the A, B and C channel comes out. This output is AC coupled; a
slight subsonic highpass filter is performed to prevent clipping.

Out DC
This jack also gives you the mixed output of the A, B and C channel but without the
filtering. This DC coupled output is more suitable if you are using the mixer for CV signals.
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5 CVAdders

6 Comparator

7 Double Offset

Please enjoy this selection of CV adders. Between these jacks and attenuverter knobs
you can offset, add and invert your CV signals. There are four adders here with five
knobs connected to five top jacks. The knobs have a range of adding -100% (left) up to
+100% (right) of the patched in CV signal to the sum. When there is nothing patched into
the top jack, the knob and jack default to deliver an offset with a range -10V (left) to
+10V (right) added to the sum. Three of the CV adders have two precision jacks below the
topjack that are useful when you need to maintain precisely 1V/Oct. Two CV adders have
added inverted outputs.

Comparing two CVs to conclude a gate. A comparison is made between the signal
patched in the negative CV jack and the positive CV jack. If the positive CV is higher than
the negative CV, a gate is raised on the output jack. A LED connected shows you when
gates are triggered.

This Double Offset creates two opposite CVs for you. The knob gives you -5V (left) to
+5V (right) with 0V in the middle. You can pick up the direct CV from the right jack and
the inverted CV from the left jack.
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Don't worry about a thing ‘cause every little voltage is gonna be alright. This rectifier will
fold all the negative voltages you patch in back up over the zero line - rectifying them
into positive voltages on the output.
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8 Octave Selector

9 Rectifier

10 Multiple

3 jacks and 1 switch you can use to make a 1V/Oct signal very accurately go up or down
an octave. The most left jack always gives exactly -1V and the most right jack always
gives out exactly +1V. You can control the jack in the middle with the switch: switch to
the left and the middle jack gives out -1V, switch in the middle and it gives out 0V and flip
the switch to the right to make it give you +1V. Flip one exact octave up/down with this
switch while keeping everything patched in.

There are 6 Multiple modules each with 4 interconnected jacks dotted around your Fenix
IV. Multiple modules are a splitter device. You can use them to split 1 incoming signal into
3 outgoing signals. Each jack is both an input and an output. It does not matter which of
the 4 jacks you patch your incoming signal into but it does matter that you use ONLY 1
INCOMING SIGNAL PER MULTIPLE. If you want to combine outgoing signals always use
Mixer 1-3 or one of the CV adders.
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Tap here
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12 Case Microphone

11 VCA 1-5
Here you have 5 linear Voltage Controlled Amplifiers to play with. Each VCAmodule has a
CV input that multiplies the audio signal from the input jack below it and sends the
resulting audio signal to the output jack. If there is no signal in the CV input, the audio
signal is multiplied by 0 and nothing happens on the output. You can also patch another
CV into this audio jack and let the CVmodulate the CV. Ramping up the controlling CVwill
ramp up the volume of the audio signal or the amplitude of the modulated CV.

VCA 2 also has an Offset knob that gives you the option to add a voltage to the first CV
input. To the left you can add up to -6V and to the right you can add up to +6V, in the
middle you add nothing. VCA 2 and VCA 5 also have a Sum Level jack-and-knob-combo
where you can sum in another signal. You can patch any signal in and use the Sum Level
knob to set howmuch of this signal is added: 0% added signal on the left and 100%
added on the right. Note that the controlling CV has no influence over this Sum Level
jack-and-knob-combo.

For example: you can chain 3 audio signals by using the output of VCA 1 as input for the
VCA 2 Sum. Add another audio signal into the audio input of VCA2. Then use the output
of VCA 2 as Sum input for VCA 5 and add another signal into the audio input. This will
give you 3 VCA treated signals into one VCA 5 output.

Fenix IV has a tiny MEMS microphone on the inside. You can use this microphone to add
percussive modulation or triggers by tapping on the lower right side of your Fenix. The
audio output gives you whatever audio the microphone picks up. The CV output is an
envelope follower. It gives you the average signal level that the microphone picks up as
an envelope.
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13 Out A & Out B Master Mixer
These are the two channels of the Master Mixer to the outputs on your Fenix. The inputs
of Out A and Out B are connected to the big Left / Right output jacks on the back and
the Headphone Output on the front. In 1 and In 2 are added into one mono channel,
leveled and split over the left/right field. The A and B channels are added before they are
sent to the outputs.

Both Out A and B have a CV Level input jack-and-knob combo that controls an
exponential VCA on the inside. Patch a CV in the Level input to let it control the volume of
In 1 and In 2. With the Level knob you can set howmuch of the CV signal modulates the
volume: 0% on the left and 100% on the right. When no CV is patched in this Level knob
acts as a direct volume control.

Both Out A and B also have a CV Pan input jack-and-knob combo. In 1 and In 2 are added
before panning. The Pan knob controls the panning between left and right in the stereo
field: left is left and right is right. Any value in the Pan CV input is added to the knob as a
positive voltage equals more right and a negative voltage equals more left.

The Master Left and Master Right inputs are direct connections to the big Left / Right
outputs on the back and the Headphone Output on the front. No processing is done on
this signal.

14 Button
An LED button you can press. Unpressed the jack next to the button provides 0V and
when the button is pressed the jack provides 5V and the button lights up. Make of this
what you will. By default the same 0V or 5V is also provided to jack 1 on the Or module.

15 Or
The Or module has 4 jacks. If any of the 3 inputs receive a gate then the output does.
This Or module is built with passive circuitry based on diodes. The 1 input jack is
defaulted to the output of the Button module.
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16 Switch

17 S&H Sample & Hold

18 Headphone Output

With this row of 4 jacks you can switch between two audio signals. When the Switch
gate input receives a low gate the signal in A goes to the Out. When the Switch receives
a high gate the signal in B goes to the Out. A pulse LFO can provide a very fast gate
signal that switches A/B for you. You can also patch the Button into the Switch gate
input and do it manually.

Classic analog Sample and Hold.

You can patch any CV into the In jack and pick up your sampled CV from the Out jack.
Patch a gate signal into the Trigger to decide when your CV gets sampled and held. An
LED indicates when a new sample is triggered. This S&H module will hold onto the
sample until your next trigger. Please note that after holding samples for a long time, the
CVmay droop a little. The Noise module is always active so we use the Whitenoise
output as a default input and the Noise Trigger output as a default trigger.

This BIG-knob-and-BIG-jack combo is where you can plug in your headphones and
directly control the volume of what you are listening to. This is where you can hear the
result of your master mixer.
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Patch it up!
We have detailed a few simple patches here with 4-6 patch cables each to give you
some ideas to start exploring your Fenix IV with. We have selected a percussive space,
ambient sounds, something tonal and an unexpected effect. All achieved with just a few
cables and using a wide spread of the modules in your Fenix.

Dream chords
Modules: ADSR1, Chord oscillator, Digital Filter, VCA3, Dual Delay and Out A

Patch in 5 cables:

Cable 1: ADSR1 CV output → VCA3 CV input

Set the A, D and R knobs to 12 o’clock and keep the S knob to the right.

Cable 2: Chord Oscillator Triple Saw audio output → Digital Filter In 1 audio input

Set the Chord Oscillator to chords mode. Set all the knobs to 12 o’clock but keep the
Chords knob on the left.

Set the Digital Filter to formant/vocal mode. Set the Freq 1 knob all the way left and
Freq 2 knob all the way right. Set the Noise/Lag knob to the left and put Q/Q1 and
Morph/Q2 knobs at 12 o’clock.

Cable 3: Digital Filter Out 1 audio output → VCA 3 audio input

Cable 4: VCA 3 audio output → Dual Delay In 1 audio input

Set the Dual Delay to Reverb mode. Keep the knobs on 12 o’clock and Feedback on
the left.

Cable 5: Dual Delay Out 1 audio output → Out A In 1 audio input

Set the Level of Out A at 2 o’clock as this sound is a little low in volume.

Play with the push button on ADSR1.

Turn the Freq 1, Freq 2 and Morph knobs on the Digital Filter. Turn the Coarse and Chord
knobs on the Chord Oscillator.

Modulation step: LFO1

Patch in 1 more cable:

Cable 6: LFO1 pulse out → ADSR1 gate in

Set the Symmetry knob on LFO1 to 12 o’clock and play with the Rate knob.
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Simple drone
Modules: Fenix oscillator, Chord oscillator, Ring Modulator, Wavefolder and Out A

Patch in 4 cables:

Cable 1: Fenix Oscillator Triangle audio output → Ring Modulator A audio input

Cable 2: Chord Oscillator Saw 1 audio output → Ring Modulator B1 audio input

Cable 3: Ring Modulator audio output →Wavefolder In audio input

Cable 4:Wavefolder Out → Out A In 1

Make sure the Coarse knobs of both oscillators are in 12 o’clock position. The Level knob
of the Wavefolder and the Level knob of Out A should also be at 12 o’clock. Move these 4
knobs around and hear how the sound changes.

Then Cable 1 to other waveform outputs on the Fenix Oscillator and turn all 4 knobs
again.

Nowmove Cable 2 to another waveform output on the Chord Oscillator. More knobbing.

Bonus: Triple LFO

Patch in 1 more cable:

Cable 5: Triple LFO Triangle 1 CV output → Chord Oscillator Mod CV input

Make sure the Modulation knob on the Chord Oscillator is at 2 o’clock.

Play with the Triple LFO Rate knob.

Now take Cable 5 out of the Chord Oscillator Mod CV input and stick it in to Fenix
Oscillator Mod CV input. Nowmake sure the Modulation knob is at 10 o’clock and play
with the Rate knob.



Colour Matching
Explore your patch by swapping modules of
the same colour. You can try changing the
Fenix Oscillator into the Digital Oscillator
or change the Digital Filter into the SVF or
change theWobbler into the Triple LFO.
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Drippy Cave
Modules: ADSR 1, VCA3, Noise, Fenix Oscillator, Dual Delay and Out A

Patch in 6 cables:

Cable 1: ADSR 1 Out CV output → VCA3 CV input

On the ADSR1 set all the knobs to the left except the Decay knob which should be at 10
o’clock.

Cable 2: Noise Trigger gate output → ADSR 1 Gate input

Cable 3: Noise Value CV output → Fenix Oscillator Mod CV input

Cable 4: Fenix Oscillator Sine audio output → VCA3 audio input

Keep all the Noise knobs at 12 o’clock except the Rate knob which should be at 2 o’clock.

On the Fenix Oscillator set the Modulation knob to 10 o’clock and Coarse to 10 o’clock.

Cable 5: VCA3 audio output → Dual Delay In 1 audio input

Set the Dual Delay to Reverb mode

Set the Length 1 and 2 knobs at 11 o’clock and set Feedback all the way to the left.

Cable 6: Dual Delay Out 1 audio output → Out A In 1 audio input

Play with Noise by moving the Rate up/down and turn Timbre.

Turn the ADSR1 Decay and Release knobs.

Play with the Fenix Oscillator Coarse and Modulation knobs.

Click through the different Dual Delay modes. When in Dual mode turn Length 1 and 2
to the left and open Feedback.

Patch it up!



Vocoder Rattlesnek
Modules:Wobbler, Fenix Oscillator, Digital Filter and Out A

Patch in 3 cables:

Cable 1:Wobbler Signal CV out → Fenix Oscillator Mod CV input

On the Wobbler make sure that all the knobs are fully to the left and that the Regular
Waveshape is lit.

On the Fenix Oscillator make sure that all the knobs are fully to the left except the
Modulation knob - set this at 12 o’clock.

Cable 2: Fenix Oscillator Sawtooth Audio out → Digital Filter In 2/M audio in

Put the Digital Filter in Vocoder mode. Make sure that Freq 1 knob is fully to the left
and Freq 2 knob is fully to the right. Set the Q/Q1 knob, the Morph/Q2 knob and the
Noise/Lag knob all at 12 o’clock.

Cable 3: Digital Filter Out 1 audio out → Out A In 1 audio in

The Out A level knob needs to be a 2 o’clock because this sound is low in volume.

Play with all the Wobbler knobs. For Twang and Double Pendulum waveshapes you
need to press the LED button to kick it into action and the Modify knob needs to be NOT
all the way left.

Play with the Fenix Oscillator Coarse knob.

Bonus: Chord Oscillator

Patch in 1 more cable:

Cable 4: Chord oscillator Sawtooths output → Digital Filter In 1

Play with all the Chord Oscillator knobs.

Colour Blind Patching
We need categories to maintain sanity but a lot of the interesting
things happen when you blend them and use modules as if you
are colour blind. Change out a module in your patch with a
module of a different colour to hear if this does anything. For
example in the Vocoder Rattlesnek patch changing out the
Fenix Oscillator for theWobbler (Signal CV output) gives more
interesting clicky rhythms.
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Glossary
1V/Oct
1 Volt per Octave means that 1 volt will change the pitch by 1 octave. An octave up when
the voltage is positive and an octave down when the voltage is negative. One octave
difference is a doubling/halving of the frequencies, two octaves difference is a
quadrupling/quartering the frequencies etcetera. This relationship is the standard in
modular synthesis.

Attenuverter
Attenuverter is a combination of to attenuate and to invert. It describes a knob that is
capable of both. The knob diminishes the signal all the way down to zero, which is the 12
o’clock position of the knob. From the middle to the right the signal gets back to its full
self, and from the middle to the left the signal moves to an inverted version of its full self.
Mapping -1 (left) to 0 (middle) and +1 (right).

AC-coupled vs DC-coupled
Alternating Current coupled means that only swings of signals are allowed to pass. This
mainly results in only signals above subsonic frequency getting through. Such filtering
prevents clipping in audio signals due to offsets. Don't use CV levels on AC-coupled
inputs as CV levels are generally so low in frequency they might be filtered away entirely
and produce unexpected behaviour.

Direct Current coupled means that no processing is done on the signal and the exact
input voltage is allowed to pass. A direct connection.

Additive Synthesis
Building complex sounds by sticking simpler sounds together.

Amplitude Modulation Synthesis (AM)
A synthesis technique where you alter a signal by Modulating the Amplitude of that
signal. Doing this makes inharmonic frequencies pop up and builds sidebands. These are
the sound of spectral mirroring playing with inharmonic frequencies. If you are looking to
AM Synthesize, you can use the Ring Modulator module.

Bipolar
A signal is Bipolar if it goes both ways. Meaning the voltage of the signal can go below
zero volt as well as above zero volt. On your Fenix IV we have indicated for each
waveform signal if they are unipolar (dotted bottom line) or bipolar (no dotted bottom
line). also see Unipolar

Frequency Modulation Synthesis (FM)
Frequency Modulation synthesis alters the signal by Modulating the Frequency.
Modulating the frequency of one signal by another creates harmonics. If you want to FM
synthesize, the Fenix can do this using analog oscillators or by using the comprehensive
FM mode on the Digital Oscillator.
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Paraphony
Using a monosynth to play chords by distributing the pitches over all available
oscillators.

Phase
This describes the position inside the cycle of a waveform. If two sounds are in phase
their waveforms are aligning. If they are out of phase, one waveform will go up while the
other is going down.

Pinging Things
To ping a thing means to send a short gate into a module with very high resonance.
When the resonance is high enough what would usually be a click or a plop changes into
a very smooth sounding blip. We suggest you try listening to a gate once by patching
one straight into your master output. WARNING: set your volume lowwhen you try this.

Pitch
Another word for frequency or “the note of a sound”.

Polyphony
Using more than one synthesizer voice to play a chord.

Portamento
A slide from one note to another.

Q
The Q describes how resonant a system behaves. An indicator of the amount of
peakiness. A high Q means the system has a lot of resonance around its fundamental
frequency. In the Fenix this fundamental frequency is generally the Cutoff in a filter.

Quantizer
A device that takes an incoming voltage and snaps it to the nearest whole number. In
most modular synths, a quantizer snaps to the nearest 1/12’th volt so the voltage aligns
to semitones. On the Fenix you can even select which semitones to align to with the
Quantizer Note Maps in the menu.

Sparkle
That moment when a resonant cutoff sweep makes a filter traverse past a very present
harmonic and causes a very distinct spike in loudness. A sparkle.

Subtractive Synthesis
You start with a complex sound and remove what you don’t like. All of the oscillators in
this Fenix produce a waveform that is complex enough for you to sculpt. Run these
waveforms through filters until you like what you have.
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Timbre
The tonal quality of a sound. More specifically: all the harmonics associated with a note
and the relative amplitude and phase. When you hear the same note played on different
instruments, the differences you are hearing is Timbre.

Unipolar
A signal is Unipolar if it only goes one way. Meaning the voltage of the signal stays on
the same side of the zero volt line. In practise this means it stays above zero volt. On
your Fenix IV we have indicated for each waveform signal if they are unipolar (dotted
bottom line) or bipolar (no dotted bottom line). also see Bipolar

VCA linear vs exponential
Two different relations between the CV and the output level of a VCA. When the relation
is linear the output level doubles if the CV doubles. When the relation is exponential, one
volt difference on the CVmaps to a fixed dB difference on the output level. This is
expressed in amount-of-dB-per-Volt. For instance Out A and Out B map as 20dB/V. If
you give the Level input a 3V CV signal, the output would be 60dB boosted.

Every 3dB more doubles the output power. Every 6 dB doubles the output amplitude.

Velocity
Force of keystroke. A MIDI signal has this information embedded in every note.

Wave Folding
Amethod of altering sound by folding over a waveform when its amplitude goes over or
below a threshold. One of the fewways that you can add harmonics to a signal.

Waveform
The motion of sound. Visually this is a time-versus-amplitude graph that describes the
literal motion of a speaker cone producing that sound. This produces a pressure wave
that you can hear.

Wavetable
This is a somewhat overloaded term that can have two meanings; a non-standard digital
single cycle waveshape that an oscillator can perform AND/OR a completely recorded
soundbank that a sampler can play. Wavetable mode in the Digital Oscillator can do both.

Wave Sequencing
Chaining different wave shapes together so fast that they interrupt each other and
make a newwaveshape. In the Fenix you can build shapes like this using the Wave
Multiplier.

Glossary
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System
Menu >> System
Here you can find a number of system settings, maintenance and a don’t panic button.

MIDI panic! Press enter to make it stop. All the MIDI notes that are still active on the
Fenix are shut off. All MIDI input is reset.

Global tune. Sets the centre frequency for everything digital. Our default is 440Hz. You
can make this number go up/down with the left/right button. The range is not endless.

Screensaver
Here you can change how long you want the Timeout to be before starting the
screensaver (between 10-1200 seconds) and change the visual mode. Gotta try them all.

Maintenance.
Versions. Here you can see which version of software all the digital modules are running.
Read only.

Restart as USB-Drive. Press enter to restart in USB-drive mode. A floppy disk will appear
on the screen. Your Fenix IV is now a USB-drive.

Calibrate. See the calibration chapter.

Factory Reset.
When you have completely lost your way with your module you can return it to the
settings it came with. The Factory Reset page starts with two warnings:

1) All your settings will be lost!
2) Calibration settings will be retained and remain as they are.

There is no need to recalibrate after a factory reset.

Select Module. Here you can select one of the 8 modules that you can reset. Select the
one you need and press enter. When you reset DigiOsc you will lose the Soundfont. It will
process your request and pop you back to the System menu page. This can take about
10 seconds.
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Upgrading the Firmware
In order to upgrade the firmware of your Fenix, first you have to turn your beautiful
instrument into a USB-drive:

• Make sure the Fenix is powered off.

• Connect your Fenix IV to a PC via a USB cable. Use the USB port on the back.

• While pressing the up AND the down button next to the screen - power up your Fenix.

• Your Fenix will boot straight into USB-drive mode. A floppy disk will appear on the
screen. The PC now thinks the Fenix is a USB-drive.

You can also make it go USB while powered on:

• Connect your Fenix IV to a PC via a USB cable. Use the USB port on the back.

• Navigate to the System menu page and select the option Restart as USB-drive by
pressing the enter button.

• Your Fenix will restart in USB-drive mode. A floppy disk will appear on the screen. The
PC now thinks the Fenix is a USB-drive.

While it is in USB-drive mode continue with the following steps:

• Copy all the Fenix Firmware files from your PC onto the Fenix USB-drive.

• When you are done - use the PC to ‘safely eject USB-drive’.

• Turn the Fenix off and on again.

• After restarting the Fenix will notice the new files, read them and install them. You will
see progress reports on the screen. Do not interrupt.

• Fenix will restart itself

• You can see what version is installed under Menu >> System >> Maintenance >>
Versions
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Calibrating

Taking Care of your Fenix IV

Service & Repair

This really REALLY should not be necessary. If you are looking for guidance on how to
recalibrate your Fenix IV something has probably gone wrong and we urge you to
contact us. If recalibration is indeed necessary (perhaps after servicing the hardware) we
will help you through the calibration steps. Do NOT open your Fenix unless you are
qualified to deal with electronics.

Dear qualified synthesizer repairperson,

We have a separate service and repair package for you with all the schematics and board
designs. Please get in touch.

Love,

TiNRS.

Your Fenix needs regular beeping.

You can clean the front and all knobs with a soft, dry cloth. Really tough dirt or sticky
things you can try to remove with some q-tips and IsoPropyl Alcohol. The colourful Fenix
front is printed inside the aluminium so damaging it should be really hard.

HELP! If something liquid ever spills over and inside your Fenix IV you should turn it off
immediately and dry it out. Do not open up your Fenix unless you are qualified to deal
with electronics. You might seek assistance from your local synth shop and/or contact
us via www.thisisnotrocketscience.nl

Sides maintenance
The sides (and stand and banana box if you purchased these with your Fenix IV) are
made out of bamboo by Rob Gould. All the bamboo is finished with a tung oil based wood
oil that is solvent free. The sides can be cleaned with a soft, dry cloth. To keep the
bamboo in perfect condition, oil finish can be renewed every couple of years. Get in
touch if you would like more information on maintenance or repairing damaged sides:
rob@gouldcaseworks.nl
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For service and warranty please refer to the Terms and Conditions available on our website
www.thisisnotrocketscience.nl

The company responsible for manufacturing and warranty of the Fenix IV modular synthesizer
system is

Void BV
This is Not Rocket Science
Witte de withstraat 20 HS
1057 XWAmsterdam
The Netherlands

Void BVwarrants that the described product has been free of failures within parts or components of
the hardware and was found to be fully functional. Please carefully read the following information,
which is important in case of probable damages or malfunctions:

If goods are being found defective, missing features described within the present documentation or
becoming defective due to fabrication deficiency or material defects within the first twelve months
after purchase, then Void BV shall at its sole discretion and evaluation replace or repair the defective
parts or goods at no cost. Multiple repairs shall be permissible. In case the malfunction or physical
failure can not be fixed, the customer receives the right to cancel the purchase with a refund of the
amount originally paid for the defective product. In case testing shows Void BV is not at fault, the
customer will be charged for testing procedures and services.

Any deficiencies caused by transportation have to be declared within 14 days after receipt of goods
by written notice. Please note, that any warranty repair at no cost ruled by the above regulations
requires registration of name and address by sending the proof of purchase together with the
defective product.

To return defective goods, please contact

Void BV
This is Not Rocket Science
Witte de withstraat 20 HS
1057 XWAmsterdam
The Netherlands
stijn@thisisnotrocketscience.nl

Please add a description of the failure occurred and circumstances of use to enable us to perform
repairs as soon as possible. Do not send us your device without contacting us first!

Service, repair and disposal
Servicing and repair of the Fenix IV modular synthesizer system must only be performed by
qualified electronic musical instrument service personnel. Please get in touch with Void BV for
support. This device complies with EU guidelines and is manufactured RoHS conform without the
use of lead, mercury, cadmium and chrome. The device is considered special waste and disposal in
household waste is not permitted. For proper disposal of this device - or parts thereof - please
contact Void BV.

Service & Terms ofWarranty



EMC Compliance information
Void BV verifies that the Fenix IV modular synthesizer system meets the requirements defined by
international certification bodies.

In the paragraphs that follow, the device refers to the Fenix IV modular synthesizer system when
properly installed and used with the provided adaptar, power cord, plug and patch cables.

This device complies with Part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two
conditions: (1) this device may not cause harmful interference, and (2) this device must accept any
interference received, including interference that may cause undesired operation. Changes /
modifications not approved by Void BV could void the user’s authority to operate the equipment.
This equipment has been tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class A digital device,
pursuant to part 15 of the FCC Rules. These limits are designed to provide reasonable protection
against harmful interference when the equipment is operated in a commercial environment. This
equipment generates, uses, and can radiate radio frequency energy and, if not installed and used in
accordance with the instruction manual, may cause harmful interference to radio communications.

This device meets the requirements of the following standards:

• EN55032. Electromagnetic compatibility of multimedia equipment. Emission requirements.

• EN55103-2. Electromagnetic compatibility - Product family standard for audio, video, audio-
visual and entertainment lighting control apparatus for professional use.

• EN61000-3-2. Limits for harmonic current emissions (equipment input current ≤ 16 A per
phase).

• EN61000-3-3. Limitation of voltage changes, voltage fluctuations and flicker in public low-
voltage supply systems, for equipment with rated current ≤ 16 A per phase and not subject to
conditional connection.

• EN62311. Assessment of electronic and electrical equipment related to human exposure
restrictions for electromagnetic fields (0 Hz - 300 GHz)

Manual
This manual has been thoroughly checked for errors but Void BV cannot guarantee that it is error-
free. Void BV cannot be held liable for any misleading or incorrect information within this guide. We
encourage you to get in touch with us if you find any information in this manual to be contradictive
or confusing.

Specifications are subject to change without notice.

User manual version spring 2021
www.thisisnotrocketscience.nl

Copying or distribution of this manual
is permitted under the CC BY-NC 3.0
license for non-commercial use.
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Guangzhou Echen Bags - China - Backpacks
NanMing - China - Patch cables
Neeraj Exim Enterprises - India - Rings
Grabher GmbH - Austria - Knobs
De Derde Schinkel - Netherlands - Print work

Beta testers
Olivier Midderham
Roland Nebe [MakingSoundMachines]
Enrica Gissel [MakingSoundMachines]
Brandon Ferguson

(Graphic) Design
Stijn Haring-Kuipers
Sebastian Michailidis

Manual
Priscilla Haring-Kuipers
Stijn Haring-Kuipers

Inspiration
Felix Visser [Synton]
Piet Jan Blauw [Bluezone]

Support
Jacques Povee - Ruigoord Testing
Vera Tan Hoveling - The Cube
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